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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a display control program used in providing stereoscopic display using two
images on a display capable of providing stereoscopic display, a library program, an information processing system,
and a display control method.

Description of the Background Art

[0002] A method for providing stereoscopic display using two images having prescribed parallax has conventionally
been known. Such stereoscopic display has increasing fields of applications. For example, applications for displaying
a three-dimensional virtual space, such as a game and CG animation, have been developed.
[0003] In such an application, stereoscopic display is carried out by setting two virtual cameras within a three-dimen-
sional virtual space and using images including a subject such as an object obtained by virtually photographing the
subject with respective virtual cameras. For stereoscopic display easily viewable by a user, the two virtual cameras
should appropriately be set. For example, Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 2003-107603 discloses a method of
generating images for stereoscopic display such that a portion to which attention is desirably paid is focused. In US
2005/252924 A1 a method for stereoscopic display of an image is described. A single temporary camera is initially placed
in a virtual three-dimensional space and its position and side lines are determined. A front-most object plane and a rear-
most object plane are then set so as to define the view volume of the temporary camera. The positions of a right eye
camera (24a) and a left eye camera (24b) are determined based on the position of a central camera and on the maximum
parallax amount on the two planes.
In EP 1 089 573 A2 a method for realistically rendering a scene on a stereoscopic 3D-display in a manner which is as
comfortable as possible for the user is described. The method accepts as input parameters specifying features of the
display eye spacing of the user, the width of the display area and the distance of the user from the display.

In JP 2003 107603 A a method for generating a stereoscopic image by adjusting the distance between a left camera
for generating an image for the left eye and a right camera for generating an image for the right eye is described.
In US 2005/190180 A1 a method for re-rendering a 3D scene based on user’s optometric data so as to make the 3D
rendering more comfortable to the user is described
In WO 01/84852 A1 a method of generating a plurality of images for display of a 3D scene from different viewpoints
comprises generating a model of the scene using a homogenous coordinate system which uses first, second and third
orthogonal axes and a homogeneity value is described.
[0004] In generating an image expressing a three-dimensional virtual space including an object on a related display,
in some cases, a technique for rendering various objects (a player character, a non-player character, a geographic
feature object, and the like) and generating and processing an image displayed as a background of the object (an image
expressing a perspective such as sky or clouds) independently of that rendering has been adopted. By adopting such
a technique, advantageously, the number of man-hours required for development of a program can be decreased and
processing for generating an image expressing a three-dimensional image space can be performed faster.
If the technique as above is adopted in carrying out stereoscopic display on the display as described above, however,
problems as follows may arise. Namely, the first problem is that, for stereoscopic display of various objects, two virtual
cameras should be set at respective appropriate positions within the three-dimensional virtual space and two images of
an image for right eye and an image for left eye should be generated for an image to be displayed as a background. In
designing processing for generating an image for stereoscopic display, a developer of application software should design
the processing in consideration of more viewpoints than in the case of two-dimensional display. In addition, the second
problem is that an image to be displayed as a background should visually be recognized as a picture located on the
rearmost side when viewed from the user and hence the image to be displayed as the background should appropriately
be generated/updated each time a degree of stereoscopic effect in stereoscopic display of the object is changed.
[0005] As described above, if the technique that has been used in two-dimensional display as described above is
applied to stereoscopic display as it is, disadvantageously, an amount of processing required for display is excessively
great.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention was made to solve such problems, and provides a method for controlling a display of an
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information processing system according to claim 1 and an information processing system according to claim 13.
[0007] According to a first aspect of the present invention, a display control program for controlling a display capable
of providing stereoscopic display is provided. The present display control program includes: object image generation
instructions for generating a right object image and a left object image used for providing stereoscopic display of an
object within a first virtual space on the display by virtually photographing the object with a first right virtual camera and
a first left virtual camera; background image generation instructions for generating a right background image and a left
background image used for background display on the display; and display data generation instructions for generating
data used for image display on the display by using the right object image and the left object image as well as the right
background image and the left background image. The object image generation instructions are adapted to set the first
right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera on a straight line passing through a first reference virtual camera and
extending perpendicular to a camera direction of the first reference virtual camera, in accordance with the first reference
virtual camera set within the first virtual space. The background image generation instructions are adapted to control
display of the right background image and the left background image such that these background images have relative
relation in accordance with positional relation between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera.
[0008] According to the first aspect, by designating a first reference virtual camera for rendering a prescribed object
within a first virtual space, a pair of virtual cameras (a first right virtual camera and a first left virtual camera) for generating
a pair of object images (a right object image and a left object image) necessary for stereoscopic display of the object
on the display can be set. Even when an object within the first virtual space is stereoscopically displayed in each scene
of an application or the like, it is only necessary to designate a single reference virtual camera as in an application
including only two-dimensional display. Therefore, even when an application including stereoscopic display is created,
workload can be suppressed to the same level as that of an application including only two-dimensional display.
[0009] In addition, when the pair of virtual cameras (the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera) is set
as described above, a right background image and a left background image are generated in accordance with positional
relation between these virtual cameras. Depending on a degree of stereoscopic effect expressed on the display, an
appropriate background image is generated. Therefore, in a typical embodiment, even when a degree of stereoscopic
effect on the display is changed, the background image can always be displayed on the rear side of the object.
[0010] Namely, by designating a single reference virtual camera as in the application for two-dimensional display, a
pair of virtual cameras (the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera) for providing stereoscopic display
of an object is automatically set, and additionally relative relation between a pair of background images is automatically set.
[0011] According to a preferred second aspect, the background image generation instructions are adapted to control
display of the right background image and the left background image based on a distance between the first right virtual
camera and the first left virtual camera in the virtual space.
[0012] According to the second aspect, a distance between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera
in the virtual space directly relates to magnitude of parallax generated between the right object image and the left object
image. Since a distance between these virtual cameras is associated with a degree of stereoscopic effect expressed
on the display, relative relation between the right background image and the left background image can appropriately
be adjusted by using this distance between the virtual cameras.
[0013] According to a preferred third aspect, the right background image and the left background image are images
generated by using a common image. The display control program further includes instructions for displaying the right
background image and the left background image such that corresponding portions in these images are displayed with
parallax in accordance with a distance between a pair of virtual cameras. According to a typical embodiment, the right
background image and the left background image may exactly be identical to each other.
[0014] According to a further preferred fourth aspect, the background image generation instructions are adapted to
generate the right background image and the left background image in accordance with a ratio (a first ratio) of the
distance between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera, with a width of a reference virtual plane
region which is included in a view volume of the first reference virtual camera and is a virtual plane perpendicular to the
camera direction of the first reference virtual camera serving as a reference.
[0015] Here, the reference virtual plane region is a region rendered on a display surface of a display 10 in a "plane of
which presence a user viewing stereoscopic display feels at a position of the display surface of display 10 in a three-
dimensional virtual space."
[0016] According to a typical embodiment, the right background image and the left background image are generated
such that a ratio between "a size of a background image in a left/right direction displayed on the display surface of display
10" and "an amount of displacement at the time of display of the right background image and the left background image"
is set to the first ratio described above.
[0017] According to the third and fourth aspects, since a distance between the first right virtual camera and the first
left virtual camera in the virtual space has a value different in dimension from a width or the like of an actual display
surface of the display, the value as it is lacks versatility. In contrast, by standardizing a distance between the first right
virtual camera and the first left virtual camera in the virtual space with a width of the reference virtual plane region serving
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as the reference, use thereof can be expanded as a more versatile value.
[0018] According to a further preferred fifth aspect, the background image generation instructions are adapted to set
a right rendering range to be output as the right background image with respect to an original background image having
a size larger than a size of display on the display and to set a left rendering range to be output as the left background
image at a position set by displacing the right rendering range by a distance obtained by multiplying a width of the right
rendering range by the ratio of the distance between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera.
[0019] According to the fifth aspect, by using a ratio of a distance between the first right virtual camera and the first
left virtual camera with a width of the reference virtual plane region serving as the reference (a standardized value), the
right background image and the left background image to visually be recognized by the user as a subject image located
on the rearmost side of all expressed objects can appropriately be generated in accordance with a size of a display
surface of the display, a size of an image displayed on the display surface, or the like.
[0020] According to a preferred sixth aspect, the background image generation instructions are adapted to set a second
right virtual camera and a second left virtual camera for generating a right background image and a left background
image, respectively, by virtually photographing a background object, with a second reference virtual camera set within
a second virtual space including the background object serving as a reference, based on the distance between the first
right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera.
[0021] According to the sixth aspect, even when a user causes a part of a background object to be displayed as a
background in each scene of an application or the like, it is only necessary to designate a single reference virtual camera
for rendering a background as in an application including only two-dimensional display. Therefore, even when an appli-
cation including stereoscopic display is created, workload can be suppressed to the same level as that of an application
including only two-dimensional display.
[0022] According to a further preferred seventh aspect, each of the second reference virtual camera, the second right
virtual camera and the second left virtual camera is defined as a projection matrix and a view matrix.
[0023] According to a preferred eighth aspect, each of the first reference virtual camera, the first right virtual camera
and the first left virtual camera is defined as a projection matrix and a view matrix.
[0024] According to these seventh and eighth aspects, by using a camera matrix (a projection matrix and a view matrix)
generally utilized in a rendering technique for a three-dimensional virtual space, consistency with processing involved
with these rendering techniques can be maintained.
[0025] According to a preferred ninth aspect, the object image generation instructions are adapted to determine po-
sitional relation between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera in response to an indication indicating
a degree of stereoscopic effect provided in the display.
[0026] According to this ninth aspect, in some cases, expression of stereoscopic effect calculated under a predeter-
mined condition as it is may not be desired. In such a case, typically, stereoscopic effect involved with stereoscopic
display on the display can be adjusted in accordance with intention of a creator of an application, a user’s operation, or
the like.
[0027] According to a further preferred tenth aspect, the present display control program further includes input instruc-
tions for accepting a request indicating the degree of stereoscopic effect provided in the display The object image
generation instructions are adapted to change positional relation between the first right virtual camera and the first left
virtual camera in response to the indication when change in the degree of stereoscopic effect is accepted as a result of
execution of the input instructions.
[0028] According to this tenth aspect, the user can adjust stereoscopic effect displayed on the display as necessary
by operating input means.
[0029] According to an eleventh aspect of the present invention, a library program cooperating with an application
program on a computer having a display capable of providing stereoscopic display is provided The present library
program includes: setting value output instructions for outputting a "setting value for a first right virtual camera for
generating a right object image" and a "setting value for a first left virtual camera for generating a left object image" used
for providing stereoscopic display of an object within a first virtual space on the display by virtually photographing the
object within the first virtual space in response to an input of a setting value for a first reference virtual camera within
the first virtual space; and positional relation output instructions for outputting a "value indicating positional relation
between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera." The setting output instructions are adapted to set
the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera on a straight line passing through the first reference virtual
camera and extending perpendicular to a camera direction of the first reference virtual camera, and adapted to generate
a right background image and a left background image used for background display on the display based on positional
relation between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera.
[0030] An information processing system according to a twelfth aspect of the present invention includes: a display
capable of providing stereoscopic display; object image generation means for generating a right object image and a left
object image used for providing stereoscopic display of an object within a first virtual space on the display by virtually
photographing the object with a first right virtual camera and a first left virtual camera; background image generation
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means for generating a right background image and a left background image used for background display on the display;
and display data generation means for generating data used for image display on the display by using the right object
image and the left object image as well as the right background image and the left background image. The object image
generation means sets the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera on a straight line passing through a
first reference virtual camera and extending perpendicular to a camera direction of the first reference virtual camera, in
accordance with the first reference virtual camera set within the first virtual space, and the background image generation
means controls display of the right background image and the left background image such that these background images
have relative relation in accordance with positional relation between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual
camera.
[0031] According to a thirteenth aspect of the present invention, a display control method for controlling a display
capable of providing stereoscopic display is provided. The present display control method includes: an object image
generation step of generating a right object image and a left object image used for providing stereoscopic display of an
object within a first virtual space on the display by virtually photographing the object with a first right virtual camera and
a first left virtual camera; a background image generation step of generating a right background image and a left back-
ground image used for background display on the display; and a display data generation step of generating data used
for image display on the display by using the right object image and the left object image as well as the right background
image and the left background image. The object image generation step includes the step of setting the first right virtual
camera and the first left virtual camera on a straight line passing through a first reference virtual camera and extending
perpendicular to a camera direction of the first reference virtual camera, in accordance with the first reference virtual
camera set within the first virtual space, and the background image generation step includes the step of controlling
display of the right background image and the left background image such that these background images have relative
relation in accordance with positional relation between the first right virtual camera and the first left virtual camera.
[0032] According to the eleventh to thirteenth aspects, a function and effect the same as in the first aspect described
above can be obtained.
[0033] In the description above, for better understanding of the present invention, supplemental explanation and the
like showing correspondence with embodiments which will be described later are provided, however, they are not intended
to limit the present invention in any manner.
[0034] The foregoing and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more
apparent from the following detailed description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0035]

Fig. 1 shows two-dimensional display processing according to the related art.
Fig. 2 shows stereoscopic display processing according to the present embodiment in comparison with the two-
dimensional display processing shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 shows one example of a field of view of a virtual camera according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 4 schematically shows a function involved with stereoscopic display processing according to the present em-
bodiment.
Fig. 5 shows one example of a structure of a display according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 6 shows an internal configuration of an information processing system according to the present embodiment
Figs. 7A and 7B show one example of a program configuration mounted on the information processing system
according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 8 shows a data item input and output to/from a library for stereoscopic display shown in Figs. 7A and 7B.
Fig. 9 schematically shows one example of a three-dimensional virtual space to be subjected to object image
generation processing according to the present embodiment
Fig. 10 schematically shows generation processing of an object image (a right object image and a left object image)
generated in a state shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 11 shows one example of object images generated by a right virtual camera and a left virtual camera shown in
Fig. 10, respectively.
Fig. 12 is a diagram for illustrating a camera matrix according to the present embodiment.
Figs. 13A to 13C are diagrams for two-dimensionally illustrating processing for setting the right virtual camera and
the left virtual camera according to the present embodiment.
Figs. 14A to 14D show a view volume set in accordance with a result of processing in the processing for setting the
right virtual camera and the left virtual camera shown in Figs. 13A to 13C.
Figs. 15A to 15C are diagrams for illustrating processing contents in a real mode according to the present embodiment.
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Figs. 16 to 18 show one example of a configuration for accepting stereoscopic effect adjustment made by a user
according to the present embodiment.
Figs. 19A to 19C are diagrams for two-dimensionally illustrating processing for setting the right virtual camera and
the left virtual camera according to a variation of the present embodiment.
Fig. 20 is a diagram for illustrating processing for calculating a return value in the library for stereoscopic display
according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 21 shows a data item input and output to/from a library for stereoscopic display according to the variation of
the present embodiment.
Figs. 22A to 22C are schematic diagrams for illustrating processing for generating a background image according
to the present embodiment.
Fig. 23 is a schematic diagram for illustrating processing for generating a background image according to the variation
of the present embodiment.
Fig. 24 is a diagram for schematically illustrating processing for generating a background image according to the
variation of the present embodiment.
Figs. 25 and 26 are diagrams for illustrating a data item input and output to/from a library for stereoscopic display
corresponding to Fig. 24.
Fig. 27 is a diagram for schematically illustrating processing for generating display data according to the present
embodiment.
Fig. 28 is a flowchart showing a main routine of the program according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 29 is a flowchart showing the library for stereoscopic display according to the present embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0036] An embodiment of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the drawings The same or
corresponding elements in the drawings have the same reference characters allotted, and description thereof will not
be repeated.

<A. Overview and Concept>

[0037] According to one aspect of the present invention, typically, it is an object to provide such an environment that,
even when an application or the like including stereoscopic display is created, workload the same as in the case of an
application including only two-dimensional display is only required. Initially, overview and a concept according to the
present invention will now be described with reference to Figs. 1 to 4.

[a1. Two-Dimensional Display According to the Related Art]

[0038] Fig. 1 is a diagram for illustrating two-dimensional display processing (referred to as "two-dimensional display"
in the sense that it is not stereoscopic display) according to the related art. Referring to Fig. 1, a case where a three-
dimensional virtual space including objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 is displayed on display 10 is considered. In this case, a
virtual camera 300 is set at any position within the three-dimensional virtual space where objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 are
arranged. Then, an image is generated by virtually photographing objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 or the like within the three-
dimensional virtual space with virtual camera 300. In the description below, an image generated for (two-dimensionally
or stereoscopically) displaying various objects included within the three-dimensional virtual space is also referred to as
an "object image", from a point of view of comparison with an image generated for displaying a background which will
be described later.
[0039] At the same time, an image to be used for background display is generated. In the description below, an image
generated for (two-dimensionally or stereoscopically) displaying this background is also referred to a "background image"
in comparison with the "object image" described above. In the example shown in Fig. 1, "sky in which clouds are drawn"
is exemplified as a background image. Typically, the background image is extracted from any region in an original
background image BG which is a planar, two-dimensional image having a size greater than a size of display on display
10. A region extracted from original background image BG as a background image may be set as appropriate to a range
associated with an arrangement position of virtual camera 300 (or an object to which the user’s attention is desirably
paid), a range independent of an arrangement position of virtual camera 300, or a range in accordance with proceeding
of an application, or the like.
[0040] Instead of a method of directly setting a range to serve as a background image in original background image
BG as described above from a planar, two-dimensional image, original background image BG may be arranged in a
three-dimensional virtual space (pasted as a texture) and a reference virtual camera 400 for background photographing
may be set in the three-dimensional virtual space where this original background image BG is arranged. Typically,
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original background image BG is arranged in a three-dimensional virtual space different from the three-dimensional
virtual space where objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 are arranged. In this case, a background image is generated as virtual
camera 400 virtually photographs original background image BG.
[0041] Then, display data is generated based on these object image and background image, and two-dimensional
display is provided on display 10 based on this display data.

[a2. Stereoscopic Display]

[0042] In stereoscopic display processing according to the embodiment of the present invention, by designating a
parameter similar to a parameter required for controlling display of the object image and the background image shown
in Fig. 1 above, a pair of object images (a right object image and a left object image) and a pair of background images
(a right background image and a left background image) necessary for stereoscopic display on display 10 are generated
[0043] Referring to Fig. 2, by way of example, processing for stereoscopically displaying a range similar to a range
rendered in two-dimensional display described above will be described.
[0044] In this case, initially, in a three-dimensional virtual space including objects OBJ1 and OBJ2, virtual camera 300
is designated as in two-dimensional display shown in Fig. 1 above (it is noted that the "virtual camera set as in two-
dimensional display" is hereinafter referred to as a "reference virtual camera,"). With an arrangement position of this
reference virtual camera 300 serving as the reference, a right virtual camera 302 for generating a right object image and
a left virtual camera 304 for generating a left object image are set. More specifically, with a camera position of reference
virtual camera 300 serving as the reference, right virtual camera 302 is set such that it is distant therefrom by a distance
C in a right direction with respect to a camera direction of reference virtual camera 300, and left virtual camera 304 is
set such that it is distant therefrom by distance C in a left direction with respect to the camera direction of reference
virtual camera 300. It is noted that respective camera directions and angles of view of the right virtual camera and the
left virtual camera are set to values the same as those of the camera direction and the angle of view of reference virtual
camera 300. By thus virtually photographing objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 or the like within the three-dimensional virtual
space with arranged right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, the right object image and the left object image
are generated, respectively.
[0045] At the same time, a right background image and a left background image are generated in coordination with
positional relation between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 set within the three-dimensional virtual
space. Namely, the right background image and the left background image are generated such that relative relation
between these background images satisfies relative relation in accordance with the positional relation between right
virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304.
[0046] Then, display data for right eye is generated based on the right object image and the right background image,
and display data for left eye is generated based on the left object image and the left background image. Stereoscopic
display on display 10 is provided based on such display data.
[0047] The right background image and the left background image are generated and displayed such that, when they
are displayed on display 10, the user can visually recognize these background images as a picture located at infinity or
at a prescribed position on the rear side of display 10. As will be described later, considering the purpose of a background
image, the background image should visually be recognized by a user as an image located on the rearmost side, behind
all expressed objects. At which position in a direction of depth an object stereoscopically displayed on a display screen
is visually recognized when the user views the object varies, depending on parallax on a display screen. In the present
embodiment, by controlling display of the right background image and the left background image such that these back-
ground images have parallax in accordance with positional relation between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
camera 304, the user is caused to visually recognize the background image such that the background image is located
on the rearmost side relative to other display targets other than the background. In the present embodiment, these
background images are generated to have parallax in accordance with positional relation between right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304.
[0048] "Relative relation between the right background image and the left background image" herein refers to relation
between a display position of the right background image and a display position of the left background image on a
stereoscopic display. More specifically, it refers to positional relation between a display position of a certain subject
image in a right background image and a display position thereof in a left background image. Setting of this relative
relation determines a depth at which a viewer feels as if the background were located. In the present embodiment,
relative relation between the right background image and the left background image is set to such relation as producing
parallax allowing the user to visually recognize the displayed background as a picture on the rearmost side when these
background images are displayed on display 10. More specifically, as will be described later, by setting two rendering
ranges to be extracted as a right background image and a left background image respectively in original background
image BG having a size greater than a size of display on display 10 to have positional relation causing parallax as
described above, display position relation at a stereoscopic display position between a "subject image in the right
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background image" and a "subject image in the left background image" is set and thus "relative relation" is formed.
[0049] When a degree of stereoscopic effect on display 10 is changed, positional relation between right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304 varies as shown in Fig. 2. Even in this case, relative relation between the right background
image and the left background image varies in accordance with change in the positional relation and hence the background
image can always be displayed on the rear side of the object. Namely, such a situation that the background image is
seen on the front side of various objects can be avoided. Details of such coordination processing will be described later.

[a3. Definition]

[0050]

(i) "Stereoscopic display" herein means that an image is expressed in such a manner as enabling a user to stere-
oscopically visually recognize at least some objects included in the image. Typically, by having a user visually
recognize a pair of planar, two-dimensional images (stereo images) having parallax and utilizing physiological
functions of human eyes and brain, the user is caused to feel stereoscopic effect.
"Parallax" herein refers to a difference in how a point of interest is viewed, between a subject image visually recognized
by the user’s right eye and a subject image visually recognized by the user’s left eye. Typically, when a certain
object is observed from different points of observation and images are generated respectively based on respective
observations at the points of observation, the resultant images have parallax. Further, depending on the difference
between the point of observation for generating display for the right eye and the point of observation for generating
display for the left eye, a subject image in the displayed image for the right eye and a subject image in the displayed
image for the left eye are different in position where they appear. Magnitude of such a difference in position between
the subject images of the same object in two images is referred to as an "amount of parallax."
(ii) "Right" and "left" herein are used for distinction between the eyes with which the user visually recognizes an
object Namely, the "right object image" and the "right background image" described above indicate that they are
images to visually be recognized by the user’s right eye, and the "left object image" and the "left background image"
described above indicate that they are images to visually be recognized by the user’s left eye. In addition, regarding
images displayed on display 10, an image to visually be recognized by the user’s right eye is referred to as a "right
display image," while an image to visually be recognized by the user’s left eye is referred to as a "left display image."

[0051] In addition, a virtual camera for generating a "right object image" is also referred to as a "right virtual camera,"
while a virtual camera for generating a "left object image" is also referred to as a "left virtual camera."

(iii) A "view volume" herein refers to the following range. Referring to Fig. 3, the virtual camera according to the
present embodiment renders only an object within a prescribed range in a camera direction (a hatched range in Fig.
3) in a three-dimensional virtual space. In other words, a range outside a viewing angle of the virtual camera (a
range enclosed with a dashed line in Fig. 3) is not rendered. In addition, a "near clipping plane" is set on a side in
the vicinity of the virtual camera, while a "far clipping plane" is set on a side farther therefrom. These near clipping
plane and far clipping plane are set perpendicular to a line of the camera direction of the virtual camera. An object
present between these near clipping plane and far clipping plane and included within the viewing angle of the virtual
camera is to be rendered.

[0052] A range actually viewed by the user when an image is generated as a result of photographing by the virtual
camera in this manner (that is, a rendered range) is also referred to as a "view volume". More specifically, a frustum of
pyramid having the near clipping plane as one surface and the far clipping plane as the other surface in a whole
quadrangular pyramid having a virtual camera position as a vertex and the far clipping plane of the virtual camera as a
bottom surface is referred to as the "view volume" This ’"view volume" may also be referred to as a "view frustum" or a
"viewing frustum". Therefore, in photographing a three-dimensional virtual space with a virtual camera having a certain
view volume (field of view), the space contained in the view volume is rendered by the virtual camera.
[0053] Turning to the example described above, a view volume 380 is set in correspondence with virtual camera 300
shown in Fig. 1, a view volume 382 is set in correspondence with right virtual camera 302 shown in Fig. 2, and a view
volume 384 is set in correspondence with left virtual camera 304 shown Fig. 2.

(iv) In providing stereoscopic display on display 10, a "reference virtual plane," which is a plane corresponding to a
position of the display surface of display 10 (a plane of which presence the user viewing stereoscopic display feels
at a position of the display surface of display 10 in the three-dimensional virtual space), is set within the three-
dimensional virtual space (see Fig. 3). It is noted that the reference virtual plane may be a "plane of which presence
the user viewing stereoscopic display feels at a position having prescribed offset from the display surface of display
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10 in the three-dimensional virtual space."

[0054] This "reference virtual plane" is also set perpendicular to the camera direction. In addition, since an actual size
of the display surface of display 10 is finite, a "reference virtual plane region" corresponding to a range rendered on the
display surface of display 10 in the reference virtual plane can be defined. Namely, a rendered range in the reference
virtual plane which is an infinite plane (a range included in the view volume) is the "reference virtual plane region."
[0055] The "reference virtual plane region" defines a position and a region within the three-dimensional virtual space
of which presence the user feels around the display surface of display 10 in providing stereoscopic display on display
10 (as described previously, typically, exactly a position of the display surface, however, the position may be set, for
example, as a position having prescribed offset from the display surface). Namely, though stereoscopic display includes
a portion that looks like popping up toward the front from the display surface of display 10 or a portion that looks like
recessed in the rear of the display surface, for a user, a space corresponding to a portion around the reference virtual
plane region just looks like locating around the display surface of display 10. When right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304 are set at respective positions as shown in Fig. 2, how an object located in the space corresponding
to the portion around the reference virtual plane region is displayed is the same between a right object image and a left
object image generated by the respective virtual cameras (that is, there is substantially no parallax).
[0056] Therefore, for a user who views the display surface of display 10, (an object located in) the portion corresponding
to the reference virtual plane region looks like present at substantially the same position between the image visually
recognized by the right eye (the right object image) and the image visually recognized by the left eye (the left object
image), and consequently the portion looks like present on the display surface of display 10, which is a surface actually
displaying these object images.
[0057] On the other hand, regarding (an object located in) a portion corresponding to a plane set at a position different
from the reference virtual plane region, the right object image and the left object image are different in display position
depending on positional relation between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 (that is, display having
some parallax is provided), and for a user, the portion looks like present at a position popping up from the display surface
of display 10 or at a position recessed therefrom.

(v) As described above, in the present embodiment, a pair of planar, two-dimensional images having parallax is
displayed on display 10, so as to have the user feel stereoscopic effect. As an amount of parallax of a certain object
within this pair of planar, two-dimensional images is greater, the object is visually recognized by the user with greater
stereoscopic effect. If the amount of parallax increases beyond a certain value, to the contrary, the user is less likely
to feel stereoscopic effect Therefore, in providing stereoscopic display on display 10, the amount of parallax should
be maintained in an appropriate range. Hereinafter, a maximum amount of parallax between the right object image
and the left object image on the display surface that allows the user to comfortably accept stereoscopic display on
display 10 is referred to as a "parallax limit amount." A threshold value up to which stereoscopic effect can comfortably
be felt, that is, a parallax limit amount, is determined by an actual screen width of the display surface of display 10,
an actual interval between the user’s eyes, an actual distance from the user to the display surface of display 10, or
the like.

[0058] Therefore, in the present embodiment, an object is displayed on the display surface of display 10 such that an
amount of parallax of the object desired to visually be recognized by the user is set to a value not higher than this parallax
limit amount.
[0059] In order to control stereoscopic effect of an object displayed on such display 10, in the present embodiment,
a plane for evaluating a generated amount of parallax is set within the three-dimensional virtual space. Such a plane for
evaluating an amount of parallax is hereinafter referred to as a "parallax assessment plane" (see Figs. 9 and 13A to
13C which will be described later). This parallax assessment plane is also set perpendicular to the camera direction of
the virtual camera. Namely, a parallax assessment plane is set at a position on the rear side relative to the reference
virtual plane (opposite to the virtual camera), in parallel to the reference virtual plane.
[0060] More specifically, between a right object image and a left object image obtained by virtual photographing of a
display target located on the parallax assessment plane set within the three-dimensional virtual space with the right
virtual camera and the left virtual camera respectively, parallax in accordance with positional relation between the right
virtual camera and the left virtual camera is generated. Then, the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera are set
such that an amount of position displacement of the object located on the parallax assessment plane does not exceed
a prescribed threshold value. Thus, an amount of parallax of each object present in front of the parallax assessment
plane (on the virtual camera side) can be equal to or smaller than the parallax limit amount. It is noted that a separate
parallax assessment plane (a second parallax assessment plane) may be provided at a position on the front side of the
reference virtual plane and the virtual camera may be set such that an amount of position displacement of a display
target located on the parallax assessment plane does not exceed a prescribed threshold value. In the present embodiment
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described hereinafter, an example where a second parallax assessment plane is not provided such that the reference
virtual plane can be set at a desired position is shown.

[a4. Function and Processing]

[0061] Referring to Fig. 4, stereoscopic display processing according to the present embodiment includes a reference
virtual camera setting function 40, an object image generation function 50, a background image generation function 60,
and a display data generation function 70.
[0062] Reference virtual camera setting function 40 sets camera information of the reference virtual camera (reference
numeral 300 shown in Fig. 2) based on reference camera setting (such as a camera position, a camera direction, an
angle of view, or the like) made with any method in accordance with contents of an application. For example, the reference
virtual camera is set at a position for photographing a player character from a position behind the player character by a
prescribed distance or at a position for photographing a direction in which a player character faces, from the position of
the player character.
[0063] Object image generation function 50 generates a right object image 71 and a left object image 73 used for
providing stereoscopic display of each object within the three-dimensional virtual space on display 10 by virtually pho-
tographing the object with the right virtual camera (reference numeral 302 shown in Fig. 2) and the left virtual camera
(reference numeral 304 shown in Fig. 2).
[0064] Background image generation function 60 generates a right background image 72 and a left background image
74 used as a picture of a background of the object in stereoscopic display on display 10.
[0065] Display data generation function 70 uses right object image 71 and left object image 73 as well as right back-
ground image 72 and left background image 74 to generate data used for image display on display 10 (a right display
image and a left display image).
[0066] Object image generation function 50 sets the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera (right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304 shown in Fig. 2) on a straight line passing through the reference virtual camera and
extending perpendicular to the camera direction of the reference virtual camera (a reference line 350 shown in Fig. 2),
in accordance with the camera information of the reference virtual camera set by reference virtual camera setting function
40. Then, background image generation function 60 generates right background image 72 and left background image
74 such that these background images have relative relation in accordance with positional relation between the right
virtual camera and the left virtual camera set by object image generation function 50.
[0067] By thus setting the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera on the straight line passing through the
reference virtual camera and extending perpendicular to the camera direction of the reference virtual camera, an object
within the three-dimensional virtual space viewed from a viewpoint corresponding to the reference virtual camera can
readily stereoscopically be displayed. In addition, by causing generation of right background image 72 and left background
image 74 to be in coordination with determination of setting values for the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera
for generating right object image 71 and left object image 73 respectively, the background image can always be expressed
on display 10 as a picture located on the rearmost side when viewed from the user.
[0068] More specifically, object image generation function 50 includes a left and right virtual camera setting function
51, an object image rendering function 52, and object definition 53. Left and right virtual camera setting function 51 sets
the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera based on information on adjustment of stereoscopic effect in addition
to the information on setting of the reference camera described above. This information on adjustment of stereoscopic
effect is an indication indicating a degree of stereoscopic effect provided on display 10
[0069] Left and right virtual camera setting function 51 determines positional relation between the right virtual camera
and the left virtual camera also in accordance with this information on adjustment of stereoscopic effect. Moreover, when
change in the degree of stereoscopic effect is indicated by some means, left and right virtual camera setting function
51 changes positional relation between the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera in accordance with that
indication. Specific examples involved with such setting of the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera and
adjustment of positional relation between the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera will be described in detail
later with reference to Figs. 13A to 13C, 14A to 14D, 15A to 15C, 19A to 19C, and the like.
[0070] Further, exemplary input means for accepting a request indicating a degree of stereoscopic effect provided on
display 10 will be described later in detail with reference to Figs. 16 to 18. Furthermore, in addition to such a manner as
user’s input, a manner restricting stereoscopic effect within a range intended in advance by a creator of an application
or the like is also present as information on adjustment of stereoscopic effect.
[0071] Object image rendering function 52 generates right object image 71 and left object image 73 with reference to
object definition 53, based on the setting values for the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera determined by
left and right virtual camera setting function 51. This object definition 53 includes information on the three-dimensional
virtual space, an object within the three-dimensional virtual space, and the like.
[0072] In addition, "positional relation" output from object image generation function 50 to background image generation
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function 60 is associated with an amount of parallax that could be generated between right object image 71 and left
object image 73. More specifically, as a distance between the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera in the three-
dimensional virtual space is greater (in other words, the two virtual cameras are more distant from each other), a greater
amount of parallax can be generated between right object image 71 and left object image 73. Therefore, typically,
background image generation function 60 generates right background image 72 and left background image 74 in ac-
cordance with a virtual space distance (in proportion to a generated amount of parallax) between the right virtual camera
and the left virtual camera. It is noted that the positional relation between the right virtual camera and the left virtual
camera is not limited to a virtual space distance which is a straight-line distance between these virtual cameras, and a
difference in angle with regard to a specific reference point or the like may be employed.
[0073] If a virtual space distance between the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera is adopted as positional
relation output from this object image generation function 50 to background image generation function 60, a standardized
value with a rendering range displayed on display 10 serving as the reference may be employed. Namely, in a certain
preferred form, object image generation function 50 outputs as "positional relation", a ratio of a "distance between the
right virtual camera and the left virtual camera" to a "width in a left/right direction of the reference virtual plane region
(see Fig. 3)," which is a virtual plane included in the view volume (reference numeral 380 in Fig. 1) of the reference
virtual camera and extending perpendicular to the camera direction of the reference virtual camera. Then, background
image generation function 60 generates right background image 72 and left background image 74 in accordance with
this ratio of distance.
[0074] More specifically, background image generation function 60 includes a background image range setting function
61, a background image rendering function 62, and background image definition 63. Typically, background image def-
inition 63 includes information on original background image BG (see Figs. 1 and 2) having a size greater than a size
of display on display 10. Background image range setting function 61 sets a right rendering range (a right rendering
range 412 shown in Fig. 22B which will be described later) to be output as right background image 72 with respect to
original background image BG included in background image definition 63, and sets a left rendering range (a left rendering
range 414 shown in Fig. 22B which will be described later) to be output as left background image 74 at a position set
by displacing the right rendering range by a distance obtained by multiplying a width of the right rendering range by a
ratio of the "distance between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304" to the "width in the left/right direction
of the reference virtual plane region."
[0075] As an alternative configuration, background image definition 63 may include information, for example, on another
three-dimensional virtual space for generating a background image (a three-dimensional virtual space VS shown in Fig.
23 which will be described later), a background object within the three-dimensional virtual space (original background
image BG shown in Fig. 23), and the like. In this case, background image range setting function 61 sets the right virtual
camera (a right virtual camera (background) 402 shown in Fig. 24) for generating right background image 72 by virtually
photographing a background object and the left virtual camera (a left virtual camera (background) 404 shown in Fig. 24)
for generating the left background image by virtually photographing the background object, with the reference virtual
camera (reference virtual camera 400 shown in Fig. 24 which will be described later) set within the three-dimensional
virtual space for generating the background image serving as the reference. Then, as the respective, set virtual cameras
virtually photograph the background object, the right background image and the left background image are generated.
It is noted that a method of setting right virtual camera 402 and left virtual camera 404 in this case will be described in
detail in [d3. Variation 1] which will be described later.
[0076] In addition, typically, display data generation function 70 generates display data for the right eye and the left
eye displayed on display 10 by superimposing the images for the right eye and the left eye. More specifically, display
data generation function 70 generates display data for the right eye by superimposing right object image 71 on right
background image 72. Similarly, display data generation function 70 generates display data for the left eye by superim-
posing left object image 73 on left background image 74.
[0077] Though a position, a view volume and the like within the three-dimensional virtual space of each camera
described above can be designated with any method, from a point of view of maintaining consistency with a rendering
technique or the like for a related three-dimensional virtual space, they are preferably defined as a camera matrix (a
projection matrix and a view matrix). Details of the camera matrix will be described later.

[a5. Typical Application]

[0078] As described above, processing for independently rendering an object (generating an object image) to which
user’s attention is desirably paid and rendering an image displayed as the background of the object (generating a
background image) is appropriate, for example, for such an application that the user operates a specific character object
and enjoys, such as a shooting game or an action game. For example, considering a shooting game in which scroll
display toward the rear of the display surface of display 10 is provided as the game proceeds, a user’s own character
(such as a fighter plane), an enemy character or the like should be rendered with its display position or a display manner
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on the display surface of display 10 being varied in accordance with the user’s operation. On the other hand, the
background (such as sky, the horizon, the sun, the cosmic space, or the like) is preferably rendered with its contents
being substantially fixed. This is because, in a real space as well, for example, sky, the horizon, the sun, the cosmic
space, or the like is located substantially at a position at infinity, and therefore even when a viewpoint is varied, how it
is viewed is not considerably varied. In order to be able to express such actual view in the real space on display 10,
independently of movement of an object to which user’s attention is desirably paid, the background image is rendered
in a substantially fixed state (or in a state slower in scroll speed).
[0079] Naturally, the stereoscopic display processing according to the present embodiment is applicable also to such
processing as successively updating contents displayed as the background image as an application proceeds. For
example, considering processing in which a viewpoint at which a character object is rendered is successively changed
in accordance with the user’s operation, a distance to the character object is different from a distance to the background,
and hence even when viewed from the same viewpoint, how they are viewed (a speed of change) is different. Therefore,
in such a case, the background image is generated/updated independently of the object image such that scroll display
of the background can be provided at a speed different from a moving speed of the character object.

<B. Typical Mounting>

[b1. Display]

[0080] A display device of any type capable of providing stereoscopic display to the user can be adopted as display
10. Namely, any device allowing a user to visually recognize two images having parallax with respective eyes may be
adopted as display 10. Typically, for example, a front parallax barrier type liquid crystal display device, a lenticular type
display device or the like can be adopted. Alternatively, a configuration in which two images different in contained main
wavelength component are independently displayed and stereoscopic display is provided by having the user wear
glasses incorporating two respective color filters different in transmitted wavelength range may be adopted. Similarly,
a configuration may be such that two images are displayed with directions of polarization being differed and stereoscopic
display is provided by having the user wear glasses incorporating two respective polarizing filters corresponding to the
two directions of polarization.
[0081] A configuration of display 10 in a case where a front parallax barrier type configuration having a parallax barrier
is adopted as a parallax optical system will be described hereinafter with reference to Fig. 5. In this display 10, by
displaying a pair of a right display image and a left display image having certain parallax on the display surface thereof,
the user can visually recognize stereoscopic effect in accordance with an amount of parallax between the left and right
display images
[0082] Fig 5 shows a cross-sectional structure of a front parallax barrier type liquid crystal display device Display 10
shown in Fig. 5 is configured such that, when the user faces display 10, light beams from different pixels enter fields of
view of the user’s right and left eyes respectively, owing to the parallax barrier.
[0083] More specifically, display 10 includes a first LCD 116 and a second LCD 126 provided between a glass substrate
16 and a glass substrate 18. Each of first LCD 116 and second LCD 126 includes a plurality of pixels 20 and is a spatial
light modulator for adjusting light from a backlight for each pixel. Typically, pixels in first LCD 116 and pixels in second
LCD 126 are alternately arranged. A not-shown backlight is provided on a side of glass substrate 18 opposite to glass
substrate 16 and light from this backlight is emitted toward first LCD 116 and second LCD 126.
[0084] A parallax barrier 12 which is a parallax optical system is provided on a side opposite to the side where glass
substrate 16 is in contact with first LCD 116 and second LCD 126. In this parallax barrier 12, a plurality of slits 14 are
provided in rows and columns at prescribed intervals Corresponding pixels of first LCD 116 and corresponding pixels
of second LCD 126 are arranged symmetrically to each other, with an axis passing through a central position of each
slit 14 and perpendicular to a surface of glass substrate 16 serving as the reference. By appropriately controlling positional
relation with pixels corresponding to such slit 14 as well as first LCD 116 and second LCD 126 in accordance with an
image to be displayed, prescribed parallax between the user’s eyes can be provided.
[0085] Namely, each slit 14 in parallax barrier 12 restricts a field of view of each of the user’s right and left eyes to a
corresponding angle. Typically, the user’s right eye can visually recognize only the pixels of first LCD 116 on an optical
axis AX1, while the user’s left eye can visually recognize only the pixels of second LCD 126 on an optical axis AX2 Here,
by causing the pixels of first LCD 116 and the pixels of second LCD 126 to display the corresponding pixels of two
respective images having prescribed parallax, prescribed parallax can be given to the user.
[0086] In the example shown in Fig. 5, the surface of parallax barrier 12 on the user side corresponds to the "display
surface" of display 10.
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[b2. System Configuration]

[0087] Referring to Fig. 6, an information processing system 1 according to the present embodiment is typically a
computer capable of performing processing using a processor. It is noted that information processing system 1 may be
implemented by a personal computer, a work station, a portable terminal, a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), a portable
telephone, a portable game device, or the like.
[0088] Information processing system 1 includes display 10, a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 100, a ROM (Read Only
Memory) 102, a RAM (Random Access Memory) 104, an input portion 106, and first and second VRAMs (Video RAMs)
112 and 122. It is noted that these portions are connected to each other through an internal bus so that data can be
communicated therebetween.
[0089] CPU 100 executes a program stored in ROM 102 or the like by developing the program in RAM 104. By
executing the program, CPU 100 provides display control processing or accompanying various types of processing as
will be described later. It is noted that a program executed by CPU 100 may be distributed on a non-transitory storage
medium such as a DVD-ROM (Digital Versatile Disc ROM), a CD-ROM (Compact Disk ROM), a flexible disc, a flash
memory, various memory cassettes, and the like. Therefore, information processing system 1 may read a stored program
code or the like from such a storage medium. In such a case, information processing system 1 is adapted to make use
of a reading device adapted to a storage medium. Alternatively, in an example where a program as described above is
distributed through a network, the distributed program may be installed in information processing system 1 through a
not-shown communication interface or the like.
[0090] As will be described later, the program according to the present embodiment may be classified into an application
and a library commonly utilized by a plurality of applications (or a sub routine or a module) In this case, for example,
such a configuration that firmware including a library is stored in advance in ROM 102 or the like and an application
stored in a non-transitory storage medium that can be attached to information processing system 1 is read and executed
by CPU 100 is also possible.
[0091] ROM 102 is a device for storing a program to be executed by CPU 100 as described above, various setting
parameters and the like in a non-volatile manner. Typically, ROM 102 is implemented by a mask ROM, a semiconductor
flash memory or the like.
[0092] RAM 104 functions as a work memory for developing a program to be executed by CPU 100 as described
above or temporarily storing data necessary for execution of the program. In some cases, RAM 104 may also store data
of images to be used for providing three-dimensional display on information processing system 1.
[0093] Input portion 106 is a device for accepting a user’s operation, and it is typically implemented by a keyboard, a
mouse, a touch pen, a trackball, a pen tablet, various types of buttons (switches), or the like. When input portion 106
accepts any user’s operation thereon, it transmits a signal indicating corresponding operation contents to CPU 100.
[0094] First VRAM 112 and second VRAM 122 are storage devices for storing data corresponding to a right display
image to be displayed on first LCD 116 and to a left display image to be displayed on second LCD 126. Namely, display
data obtained through display control processing or the like as will be described later, which is performed by CPU 100,
is successively written in first VRAM 112 and second VRAM 122. Then, rendering processing in display 10 is controlled
based on the display data written in first VRAM 112 and second VRAM 122.
[0095] Display 10 includes an LCD driver 114 in addition to first LCD 116 and second LCD 126 described above. LCD
driver 114 is associated with first VRAM 112 and second VRAM 122. LCD driver 114 controls turn-on/turn-off (ON/OFF)
of pixels constituting first LCD 116 based on the display data written in first VRAM 112, and controls turn-on/turn-off
(ON/OFF) of pixels constituting second LCD 126 based on the display data written in second VRAM 122.

[b3. Program Configuration]

[0096] Fig. 7A is a diagram showing one example of a program configuration mounted on information processing
system 1 according to the present embodiment. In information processing system 1 shown in Fig. 7A, an application
200A and firmware 250A are mounted. Typically, application 200A is distributed as stored in a storage medium, and
firmware 250A is stored in advance in ROM 102 (Fig. 6) or the like. CPU 100 of information processing system 1 reads
and executes instructions included in application 200A and firmware 250A as necessary.
[0097] Application 200A includes an input module 202, a proceeding module 204, an object image rendering module
206, a background image range setting module 208, a background image rendering module 210, object definition data
212, background image data 214, a display data generation module 216, and a library for stereoscopic display 218.
Input module 202 generates an internal command in accordance with an indication provided through input portion 106
(Fig. 6) or the like by the user. Proceeding module 204 proceeds with the application in accordance with the internal
command generated by input module 202. Namely, proceeding module 204 successively updates display data or various
parameters as the application proceeds.
[0098] Object image rendering module 206 generates a right object image and a left object image with reference to
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object definition data 212, in accordance with a value of a parameter or the like successively updated by proceeding
module 204. Namely, object image rendering module 206 provides object image rendering function 52 shown in Fig. 4.
More specifically, when proceeding module 204 designates only information on reference virtual camera 300 shown
Fig. 2, object image rendering module 206 calls library for stereoscopic display 218 so as to obtain information on right
virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, and generates a right object image and a left object image based on the
obtained information (details will be described later)
[0099] Background image range setting module 208 determines respective ranges to be generated as a right back-
ground image and a left background image, in accordance with a parameter successively updated by proceeding module
204 and/or a range or the like rendered by object image rendering module 206. Namely, background image range setting
module 208 provides background image range setting function 61 shown in Fig. 4. More specifically, when object image
rendering module 206 calls library for stereoscopic display 218, a ratio of a distance between right virtual camera 302
and left virtual camera 304 with a width of the reference virtual plane region (see Fig. 3) with regard to reference virtual
camera 300 shown Fig. 2 serving as the reference is output as a return value thereof. Object image rendering module
206 sets respective rendering ranges in the right background image and the left background image as displaced from
each other by a distance obtained by multiplying a width of a background image to be displayed by the ratio of the
distance above (details will be described later).
[0100] Background image rendering module 210 generates a right background image and a left background image
with reference to background image data 214, in accordance with the rendering range set by background image range
setting module 208.
[0101] Object definition data 212 includes definition of a three-dimensional virtual space for generating an object image
and an object included in the three-dimensional virtual space. Background image data 214 includes image data for
generating a background image.
[0102] Display data generation module 216 generates a right display image and a left display image based on the
right object image and the left object image generated by object image rendering module 206 and on the right background
image and the left background image generated by background image rendering module 210. Namely, display data
generation module 216 provides display data generation function 70 shown in Fig. 4.
[0103] Library for stereoscopic display 218 calculates respective setting values for right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304 for providing stereoscopic display, in response to designation of information or the like on reference
virtual camera 300 shown in Fig. 2. In addition, library for stereoscopic display 218 outputs the calculated value indicating
positional relation between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 as a return value. Details of an interface
of library for stereoscopic display 218 will be described later.
[0104] Firmware 250A provides a function for controlling each piece of hardware constituting information processing
system 1 shown in Fig. 6 or a function for displaying a menu screen or the like. It is noted that a part or the entirety of
an OS (Operating System) may be included as firmware 250A.
[0105] Though an example where application 200A includes library for stereoscopic display 218 in the program con-
figuration shown in Fig. 7A is shown, this library for stereoscopic display 218 may be mounted in a form shared by a
plurality of applications including stereoscopic display, as shown in Fig. 7B.
[0106] Fig. 7B is a diagram showing another example (a variation) of a program configuration mounted on information
processing system 1 according to the present embodiment. In the program configuration shown in Fig. 7B, library for
stereoscopic display 218 is incorporated as a part of firmware 250B. On the other hand, an application 200B does not
include library for stereoscopic display 218, and it calls library for stereoscopic display 218 of firmware 250B as necessary.

[b4. Library for Stereoscopic Display]

[0107] Fig. 8 is a diagram for illustrating a data item input and output to/from library for stereoscopic display 218 shown
in Figs. 7A and 7B. Library for stereoscopic display 218 according to the present embodiment allows selection between
two modes (an "application-priority mode" and a "real mode"), as a mode involved with stereoscopic display on display
10. Though details of these two modes will be described later, mode information indicating one of the two modes above
is designated when library for stereoscopic display 218 is made use of Then, a parameter as shown below is input to
library for stereoscopic display 218.
[0108] Specifically, when the "application-priority mode" is designated, library for stereoscopic display 218 accepts
input of (1) reference virtual camera information, (2) reference virtual plane information, (3) parallax assessment plane
information, and (4) mode information, and outputs (5) right virtual camera information, (6) left virtual camera information,
and (7) a distance between the virtual cameras.

(1) Reference virtual camera information is information defining an arrangement position, a view volume and the
like of reference virtual camera 300 shown in Fig. 2 (respective setting values for a viewing angle, a near clipping
plane, a far clipping plane, and the like), and typically, a camera matrix is used. Though details will be described
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later, this camera matrix includes a projection matrix and a view matrix.
(2) Reference virtual plane information is information for defining a position of the reference virtual plane (a plane
including the reference virtual plane region) (see Fig. 3) with respect to reference virtual camera 300 shown in Fig.
2, and typically it includes a virtual space distance from an arrangement position of reference virtual camera 300 to
the reference virtual plane (reference virtual plane region) (see Fig. 3).
(3) Parallax assessment plane information is information for defining the parallax assessment plane, and typically
it includes a virtual space distance from an arrangement position of reference virtual camera 300 shown in Fig. 2
to the parallax assessment plane or a distance between the reference virtual plane and the parallax assessment
plane.
(4) Mode information includes any of the "application-priority mode" and the "real mode" described above.
(5) Right virtual camera information is information defining an arrangement position, a view volume and the like
(respective setting values for a viewing angle, a near clipping plane, a far clipping plane, and the like) of right virtual
camera 302 calculated in accordance with the setting of reference virtual camera 300 shown in Fig. 2. Similarly,
(6) left virtual camera information is information defining an arrangement position, a view volume and the like
(respective setting values for a viewing angle, a near clipping plane, a far clipping plane, and the like) of left virtual
camera 304 calculated in accordance with the setting of reference virtual camera 300 shown in Fig. 2. Typically, for
any of the right virtual camera information and the left virtual camera information, a camera matrix including a
projection matrix and a view matrix is used.
(7) Distance between the virtual cameras is information indicating positional relation between right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304 calculated in accordance with the setting of reference virtual camera 300, and it
includes information on a distance between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 in the three-dimen-
sional virtual space. Preferably, a value obtained by standardizing a distance between right virtual camera 302 and
left virtual camera 304, specifically, a ratio of a distance between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera
304 with a width of the reference virtual plane region (see Fig. 3) serving as the reference, is used as the distance
between the virtual cameras.

[0109] Meanwhile, when the "real mode" is designated, library for stereoscopic display 218 accepts input of (1) reference
virtual camera information, (2) reference virtual plane information and (3’) a reference degree of stereoscopic effect,
and outputs (5) right virtual camera information, (6) left virtual camera information and (7) a distance between the virtual
cameras. Namely, when the "real mode" is designated, library for stereoscopic display 218 accepts (3’) reference degree
of stereoscopic effect instead of (3) parallax assessment plane information.
[0110] (3’) Reference degree of stereoscopic effect is a parameter for adjusting stereoscopic effect in stereoscopic
display on display 10. In the "real mode" according to the present embodiment, setting of right virtual camera 302 and
left virtual camera 304 for providing stereoscopic display close to real is made. Depending on a type of an application
or a proceeding condition, however, stereoscopic display close to real may not necessarily be desired. In such a case,
stereoscopic effect in stereoscopic display is adjusted by setting (3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect as appro-
priate.
[0111] It is noted that these input and output values (including a matrix value) may be held in a variable storage area
accessible by any module included in library for stereoscopic display 218 and applications 200A and 200B.
[0112] As described above, library for stereoscopic display 218 outputs information indicating a view volume set for
each of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304. Namely, with the program according to the present embod-
iment, by providing the setting information of the reference virtual camera to library for stereoscopic display 218, setting
information of two virtual cameras of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 can be obtained.

<C. Object Image Generation Processing>

[0113] Details of processing for generating a right object image and a left object image including processing contents
in library for stereoscopic display 218 will be described hereinafter.

[c1. Overview]

[0114] As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, in the present embodiment, basically, stereoscopic display is provided by using a
pair of object images (stereo images) including a common display target (a subject) and having prescribed parallax.
Such a pair of object images is dynamically generated by arranging a pair of virtual cameras (right virtual camera 302
and left virtual camera 304) within the three-dimensional virtual space and virtually photographing an object within the
three-dimensional virtual space with this pair of virtual cameras. Namely, a pair of object images is rendered by using
two virtual cameras different in viewpoint for a common object, with a computer graphics technique such as polygon
generation.
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[0115] In the three-dimensional virtual space shown in Figs. 9 and 10, it is assumed that right virtual camera 302 and
left virtual camera 304 are arranged at a distance from each other by a virtual space distance Df. With such arrangement,
parallax in accordance with this virtual space distance Df is generated between the right object image and the left object
image generated by right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 respectively. It is noted that a right camera
direction 303 in which right virtual camera 302 photographs the three-dimensional virtual space is the same as a left
camera direction 305 in which left virtual camera 304 photographs the three-dimensional virtual space. Namely, right
camera direction 303 is in parallel to left camera direction 305.
[0116] It is assumed that objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 are arranged in this order, from the side farther from right virtual
camera 302 and left virtual camera 304. By way of example, object OBJ1 is assumed as a quadrangular pyramid and
object OBJ2 is assumed as a sphere.
[0117] Each of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 renders only an object within a prescribed range
in a corresponding camera direction in the three-dimensional virtual space. Namely, right virtual camera 302 renders a
range included in the view volume defined by the corresponding viewing angle, the near clipping plane and the far
clipping plane, and left virtual camera 304 renders a range included in the view volume defined by the corresponding
viewing angle, the near clipping plane and the far clipping plane.
[0118] In addition, within the three-dimensional virtual space, the reference virtual plane and the reference virtual
plane region which is a partial region on the reference virtual plane are set. This reference virtual plane (or the reference
virtual plane region) is a plane (or a region) corresponding to a position on the display surface of display 10 as described
above, and it is set perpendicular to any of right camera direction 303 and left camera direction 305. This reference
virtual plane region defines a position and a region within the three-dimensional virtual space, of which presence the
user feels around the display surface of display 10 when stereoscopic display is provided on display 10.
[0119] When the rendering range (view volume) is thus set, right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 generate
object images as shown in Fig. 11, respectively. Fig. 11 illustrates a right object image IMG1 generated as a result of
virtual photographing by right virtual camera 302 in the three-dimensional virtual space as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 and
a left object image IMG2 as a result of virtual photographing by left virtual camera 304 therein.
[0120] When right object image IMG1 and left object image IMG2 are compared with each other, a position where
object OBJ1 is present within right object image IMG1 substantially matches with a position of object OBJ1 within left
object image IMG2. In contrast, a position of object OBJ2 within right object image IMG1 is different from a position
where object OBJ2 is present within left object image IMG2. Namely, a user facing display 10 visually recognizes object
OBJ1 with no parallax, while he/she recognizes object OBJ2 with a certain amount of parallax.
[0121] In other words, as shown in Fig. 9, since the reference virtual plane (reference virtual plane region) is set within
the three-dimensional virtual space at a position passing through object OBJ1, how object OBJ1 is displayed is identical
between the right object image and the left object image. Consequently, there is substantially no parallax for object OBJ1
on the display surface of display 10, and for the user, a space around object OBJ1 just looks like present around the
display surface of display 10.
[0122] As described above, it is considered as general that an object to which the user’s attention is desirably paid
(object OBJ1 in the example described above) is stereoscopically displayed as if it were located around the display
surface of display 10. In order to thus stereoscopically display an object to which the user’s attention is desirably paid,
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 should be set within the three-dimensional virtual space, and in
succession the reference virtual plane should be set at a position in accordance with a position of the object to desirably
be displayed around the display surface of display 10, in a manner perpendicular to right camera direction 303 and left
camera direction 305
[0123] In the present embodiment, from a point of view of lessening processing load in rendering involved with an
object, a rendering range (view volume) of each of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 is set with the
reference virtual plane region serving as the reference. As shown in Fig. 10, in a case where right virtual camera 302
and left virtual camera 304 are set on reference line 350 passing through these virtual cameras at a distance from each
other by virtual space distance Df, each of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 can render the view
volume with its arrangement position serving as the reference. In the present embodiment, the rendering range with the
reference virtual plane region serving as the reference is set. Namely, for right virtual camera 302, a view volume defined
by an arrangement position thereof and an outer perimeter of the reference virtual plane region is set as the rendering
range. For left virtual camera 304 as well, a view volume defined by an arrangement position thereof and an outer
perimeter of the reference virtual plane region is set as the rendering range.
[0124] By thus setting the respective view volumes defined by the outer perimeter of the reference virtual plane region
for right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, the right object image and the left object image generated by
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 respectively can be used for stereoscopic display on display 10 as
they are. More specifically, the right object image output from right virtual camera 302 is written in first VRAM 112 (Fig.
6) as it is, while the left object image output from left virtual camera 304 is written in second VRAM 122 (Fig. 6) as it is.
Thus, in the present embodiment, an (extra) image in a range not used for display on display 10 is not generated.
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Therefore, unnecessary rendering processing can be avoided.
[0125] Meanwhile, when an object arranged within the three-dimensional virtual space, to which the user’s attention
is desirably paid, is stereoscopically displayed on display 10, fields of view (view volumes) different from each other
should be set for right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, respectively. Therefore, a creator of an application
including stereoscopic display should appropriately designate respective setting values (such as an arrangement position,
a view volume and the like) for the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera, in accordance with an object to which
the user’s attention is desirably paid, in each scene associated with proceeding of the application Such an operation
imposes great load on the creator and may impede creation of an application utilizing stereoscopic display.
[0126] The program according to the present embodiment (typically mounted as library for stereoscopic display 218
described above) provides a function for allowing automatic setting of various parameters necessary for providing ster-
eoscopic display, simply by designating a parameter similar to that in an application utilizing only two-dimensional display
(not utilizing stereoscopic display) as shown in Fig. 1.
[0127] More specifically, as in the application utilizing only two-dimensional display, a creator sets single reference
virtual camera 300 (see Figs. 2 and 3) at a position in accordance with an object to be displayed on display 10. It is
noted that a setting value for this reference virtual camera includes a value of an arrangement position of reference
virtual camera 300 and a value of a corresponding view volume. In addition to such setting items, the creator sets as
the reference virtual plane, a position where an object to be displayed around the display surface of display 10 is present.
Then, a region included inside the view volume of the reference virtual camera in the reference virtual plane is determined
as the reference virtual plane region.
[0128] Then, the program according to the present embodiment calculates the respective arrangement positions, the
view volumes and the like of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 based on the setting as described
above. Through such processing, the creator of the application utilizing stereoscopic display can stereoscopically display
an intended range within the three-dimensional virtual space on display 10, with workload as much as in development
of an application utilizing only two-dimensional display, In addition, since an object present around the reference virtual
plane region is displayed on the display surface of display 10 with no parallax or little parallax, the user who plays the
application can most readily visually recognize that object. In addition, since it is ensured that the region set as the
reference virtual plane region is reliably displayed on display 10, the creator of the application should only take into
account the reference virtual camera and the reference virtual plane region, without considering respective setting values
and the like for right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304. Therefore, development of an application is facilitated.
[0129] Moreover, depending on contents in an application, real display of a state of the three-dimensional virtual space
to the user may be desired. Namely, it may also be effective to give the user feeling as if he/she were present in the
three-dimensional virtual space. In this case, owing to stereoscopic display on display 10, the user will feel as if an actual
display target were really present at the site.
[0130] As described above, depending on contents or proceeding of an application, such need as how stereoscopic
display should be provided to the user is different. Therefore, in the program according to the present embodiment, at
least two modes (the "application-priority mode" and the "real mode" described above) are prepared. Then, as the creator
of the application designates any mode to be used, respective setting values for right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
camera 304 in accordance with that mode are automatically determined.
[0131] More specifically, in the "application-priority mode," respective setting values for right virtual camera 302 and
left virtual camera 304 are determined such that contents in a range intended by the creator of the application can
stereoscopically be displayed. Meanwhile, in the "real mode", respective setting values for right virtual camera 302 and
left virtual camera 304 are determined such that the user can be given feeling as if he/she were present in the three-
dimensional virtual space.
[0132] Details of processing for determining respective setting values for right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera
304 in each mode will be described hereinafter.

[c2. Application-Priority Mode]

[0133] In the "application-priority mode," the creator of the application designates an arrangement position and a view
volume (rendering range) of a single reference virtual camera (reference virtual camera 300 shown in Figs. 2 and 3) as
in creation of an application utilizing only two-dimensional display (not utilizing stereoscopic display) ((1) reference virtual
camera information shown in Fig. 8). At the same time, the creator designates which two-dimensional position within a
space included in the designated view volume is desirably displayed to be located around the display surface in stere-
oscopic display on display 10 ((2) reference virtual plane information shown in Fig. 8). In addition, the creator evaluates
an amount of parallax generated between the right object image and the left object image and designates a parallax
assessment plane for ensuring that the user can comfortably accept stereoscopic display on display 10 ((3) parallax
assessment plane information shown in Fig. 8).
[0134] In response to this designation, library for stereoscopic display 218 sets right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
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camera 304 such that parallax generated between the right object image generated by right virtual camera 302 and the
left object image generated by left virtual camera 304 does not exceed a predetermined value. Then, library for stereo-
scopic display 218 outputs (5) right virtual camera information for defining set right virtual camera 302 and (6) left virtual
camera information for defining set left virtual camera 304, and outputs (7) distance between the virtual cameras indicating
positional relation between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304.

(c2-i. Projection Matrix and View Matrix)

[0135] In the description below, an example where (1) reference virtual camera information, (5) right virtual camera
information and (6) left virtual camera information are all defined as a camera matrix is shown. This camera matrix will
now be described.
[0136] This camera matrix represents one example of a method of defining a field of view (view volume) of a virtual
camera, and it typically includes a view matrix (3 rows x 4 columns) for converting a three-dimensional virtual space in
a direction viewed from the virtual camera and a projection matrix (4 rows x 4 columns) for projection on a two-dimensional
screen (projection plane).
[0137] As shown in Fig. 12, a certain three-dimensional virtual space is defined by three axes of X, Y and Z. A coordinate
of the virtual camera is assumed as (cx, cy, cz), and a coordinate of a focused point (an intersection of a direction of the
virtual camera and the reference virtual plane) is assumed as (bx, by, bz). In addition, a distance from the virtual camera
to the near clipping plane is assumed as n, and a distance from the virtual camera to the far clipping plane is assumed
as f. Moreover, a vector indicating an orientation of the virtual camera is defined as a front direction vector (Zx, Zy, Zz),
an upward vector (Yx, Yy, Yz), and a left direction vector (Xx, Xy, Xz). It is noted that each of these vectors is a unit
vector of which magnitude is "1".
[0138] A projection matrix in the case shown in Fig. 12 is shown as expression (1), and a view matrix is shown as
expression (2). 

[0139] By using such a camera matrix (a projection matrix and a view matrix), adaptation to a three-dimensional virtual
space set for each application can be achieved. Namely, the camera matrix is a matrix defined in a versatile dimension,
and processing for setting a virtual camera as described above can be performed without depending on an application.
[0140] Though a method of generating a projection matrix using a coordinate of a virtual camera and a coordinate of
a focused point has been exemplified in Fig. 12, a projection matrix can be generated by using a direction of illumination
and a virtual camera orientation vector.
[0141] In addition, though a method of generating a view matrix using positions of four sides (a size) defining the near
clipping plane has been exemplified in Fig. 12, a view matrix can also be generated based on an angle of view of a
virtual camera.
[0142] It is noted that both of a projection matrix and a view matrix can be converted bidirectionally. For example,
regarding the projection matrix, the projection matrix can also be generated based on a coordinate of a virtual camera
and a coordinate of a focused point, whereas a coordinate of a virtual camera and a coordinate of a focused point can
also be calculated from the projection matrix.
[0143] Therefore, when respective arrangement positions and view volumes of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
camera 304 in accordance with set reference virtual camera 300 are set in accordance with a method as shown in Figs.
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13A to 13C and 14A to 14D which will be described later, a camera matrix (a projection matrix and a view matrix) of
each of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 is output based on such information.

(c2-ii. Reference Virtual Plane)

[0144] As shown in Fig. 9, the reference virtual plane is set with reference virtual camera 300 serving as the reference.
In the description below, an example where a virtual space distance D from reference virtual camera 300 to the reference
virtual plane along a camera direction 301 of reference virtual camera 300 (reference camera direction) is defined as
(2) reference virtual plane information is shown.

(c2-iii. Parallax Assessment Plane)

[0145] Figs. 13A to 13C and 14A to 14D show examples where a parallax assessment plane 361 is set as a position
corresponding to a depth allowing the user who views display 10 to comfortably accept stereoscopic display. Namely,
since a display target located at a reference virtual plane region 360 in the three-dimensional virtual space is displayed
around the display surface of display 10, the display target located on parallax assessment plane 361 is seen on the
rear side relative to the display surface of display 10 Regarding a portion corresponding to parallax assessment plane
361 in the right object image and the left object image, an amount of parallax in accordance with positional relation
between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 is generated. As this amount of parallax relatively increases,
load imposed on the user who views display 10 increases. Therefore, right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera
304 should be set such that parallax at parallax assessment plane 361 does not exceed a prescribed threshold value.
[0146] Though Figs. 13A to 13C and 14A to 14D exemplify a case where parallax assessment plane 361 is set opposite
to reference virtual camera 300 with respect to reference virtual plane region 360, it may be set on the side of reference
virtual camera 300. In this case, parallax assessment plane 361 is set at a position corresponding to such an amount
of image pop-up that the user who views display 10 can comfortably accept stereoscopic display.
[0147] In addition, a first parallax assessment plane may be set on a farther side relative to reference virtual plane
region 360 and a second parallax assessment plane may be set on a nearer side relative to reference virtual plane
region 360, and then whether a condition at each parallax assessment plane is satisfied or not may be evaluated.
[0148] In any case, the parallax assessment plane is arranged in parallel to reference virtual plane region 360 and
used to evaluate parallax generated between the right object image generated by right virtual camera 302 and the left
object image generated by left virtual camera 304. Namely, by maintaining parallax for a display target present on parallax
assessment plane 361 to a prescribed threshold value or lower, it is ensured that stereoscopic display of at least an
object present between reference virtual plane region 360 and parallax assessment plane 361 is comfortably accepted
by the user.
[0149] A limit value of the parallax on this parallax assessment plane 361 is determined by a physical size and
characteristics of information processing system 1 (display 10), physical characteristics dependent on the user, and the
like. More specifically, the limit value of the parallax is dependent on a display size of display 10 (a vertical length and
a horizontal length), a size of each pixel, an interval in a parallax barrier, an interval between the user’s eyes (an actual
distance L1 shown in Fig. 5), a distance from the user to the display surface of display 10 (an actual distance L2 shown
in Fig. 5), and the like.
[0150] In the description below, an example where (3) parallax assessment plane information is defined as a virtual
space distance A from reference virtual plane region 360 to parallax assessment plane 361 as shown in Fig. 13A is shown.
[0151] It is noted that (2) reference virtual plane information and (3) parallax assessment plane information are not
limited to those described above, and a virtual space distance from reference virtual camera 300 to parallax assessment
plane 361 may be defined and then a virtual space distance from reference virtual camera 300 to reference virtual plane
region 360 may be provided as a ratio with the virtual space distance from reference virtual camera 300 to parallax
assessment plane 361 serving as the reference.

(c2-iv. Processing for Setting Right Virtual Camera and Left Virtual Camera)

[0152] How right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are set in response to setting of reference virtual
camera 300 will now be described with reference to Figs. 13A to 13C and 14A to 14D.
[0153] Referring to Fig. 13A, initially, it is assumed that designation to set reference virtual camera 300 at a certain
position in the three-dimensional virtual space has been made. At the same time, it is assumed that designation to set
reference virtual plane region 360 at a position distant from reference virtual camera 300 by virtual space distance D
and to set parallax assessment plane 361 at a position distant from reference virtual plane region 360 by virtual space
distance A has been made.
[0154] When the virtual space distance between reference virtual camera 300 and reference virtual plane region 360
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is provided, as shown in Fig. 13A, reference virtual plane region 360 is determined as a plane region orthogonal to the
camera direction of reference virtual camera 300 that is included in view volume 380 of this reference virtual camera
300 This view volume 380 corresponds to a range effectively rendered by reference virtual camera 300 in the three-
dimensional virtual space.
[0155] More specifically, view volume 380 corresponds to a frustum obtained by dividing a quadrangular pyramid
having a viewing angle of reference virtual camera 300 as a vertex by a near clipping plane 364 and a far clipping plane
366. Namely, view volume 380 is defined by the viewing angle of reference virtual camera 300, near clipping plane 364
corresponding to the plane on the side closest to reference virtual camera 300, and far clipping plane 366 corresponding
to the plane on the side farthest from reference virtual camera 300. In other words, view volume 380 is inscribed at each
vertex 360a, 360b, 360c, 360d defining reference virtual plane region 360.
[0156] Respective positions of a right maximum parallax plane 362 and a left maximum parallax plane 363 are deter-
mined on a plane including parallax assessment plane 361, from the state shown in Fig. 13A. This right maximum parallax
plane 362 is a range rendered by left virtual camera 304 in a case where parallax on parallax assessment plane 361 is
set as the limit value. Similarly, this left maximum parallax plane 363 is a range rendered by right virtual camera 302 in
a case where parallax on parallax assessment plane 361 is set as the limit value.
[0157] More specifically, respective positions of right maximum parallax plane 362 and left maximum parallax plane
363 are determined such that an amount of displacement between right maximum parallax plane 362 and left maximum
parallax plane 363 matches with parallax tolerable on parallax assessment plane 361 (a maximum value corresponding
to the parallax limit amount). In other words, as shown in Fig. 13B, by sliding parallax assessment plane 361 toward the
left over the sheet surface and toward the right over the sheet surface, right maximum parallax plane 362 and left
maximum parallax plane 363 are obtained. Here, a virtual space distance S representing a distance between right
maximum parallax plane 362 and left maximum parallax plane 363 corresponds to the parallax limit amount on the
display surface of display 10.
[0158] Based on reference virtual plane region 360 and right maximum parallax plane 362 and left maximum parallax
plane 363 of which positions are determined in the procedure as described above, respective arrangement positions of
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are determined. In the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 13C,
reference line 350 passing through reference virtual camera 300 and extending in parallel to reference virtual plane
region 360 is defined, and right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are set on this reference line 350. More
specifically, right virtual camera 302 is set at a position at which the view volume including reference virtual plane region
360 and right maximum parallax plane 362 can be defined. Similarly, left virtual camera 304 is set at a position where
the view volume including reference virtual plane region 360 and left maximum parallax plane 363 can be defined.
Namely, right virtual camera 302 is set at a position resulted from movement of the arrangement position of reference
virtual camera 300 toward the right along reference line 350, and left virtual camera 304 is set at a position resulted from
movement of the arrangement position of reference virtual camera 300 toward the left along reference line 350.
[0159] In the example shown in Figs. 13A to 13C, right virtual camera 302 is set at a position resulted from movement
from the arrangement position of reference virtual camera 300 toward the right by Df/2 along reference line 350, and
left virtual camera 304 is set at a position resulted from movement from the arrangement position of reference virtual
camera 300 toward the left by Df/2 along reference line 350.
[0160] Turning to respective view volumes of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 set as described
above, as shown in Figs. 14B to 14D, respective view volumes of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304
are set such that a range of reference virtual plane region 360 (cross-sectional region) included in view volume 380 of
reference virtual camera 300 is maintained. Namely, view volume 382 of right virtual camera 302 and view volume 384
of left virtual camera 304 are set such that each of a cross-section at a position corresponding to reference virtual plane
region 360 in view volume 382 of right virtual camera 302 and a cross-section at a position corresponding to reference
virtual plane region 360 in view volume 384 of left virtual camera 304 coincides with a cross-section at a position
corresponding to reference virtual plane region 360 in view volume 380 of reference virtual camera 300.
[0161] In other words, respective positions of four vertices 360a, 360b, 360c, and 360d of reference virtual plane
region 360 included in view volume 380 of reference virtual camera 300 are obtained in advance. Then, view volume
382 of right virtual camera 302 is defined by straight lines 372a, 372b, 372c, and 372d extending from the arrangement
position of right virtual camera 302 through vertices 360a, 360b, 360c, and 360d of reference virtual plane region 360,
respectively Here, straight lines 372a, 372b, 372c, and 372d are set to intersect with vertices 362a, 362b, 362c, and
362d of right maximum parallax plane 362, respectively. In addition, view volume 384 of left virtual camera 304 is defined
by straight lines 374a, 374b, 374c, and 374d extending from the arrangement position of left virtual camera 304 through
vertices 360a, 360b, 360c, and 360d of reference virtual plane region 360, respectively. Here, straight lines 374a, 374b,
374c, and 374d are set to intersect with vertices 363a, 363b, 363c, and 363d of left maximum parallax plane 363,
respectively.
[0162] The camera directions of right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 thus set are both maintained in
parallel to reference camera direction 301 of reference virtual camera 300. Consequently, the camera directions of right
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virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are both orthogonal to reference line 350.

[c3. Real Mode]

[0163] In the "real mode", the creator of the application designates an arrangement position and a view volume
(rendering range) of a single reference virtual camera (reference virtual camera 300 shown in Figs. 2 and 3) ((1) reference
virtual camera information shown in Fig. 8), as in creation of an application utilizing only two-dimensional display (not
utilizing stereoscopic display). At the same time, the creator designates which two-dimensional position within a space
included in the designated view volume is desirably displayed to be located around the display surface in stereoscopic
display on display 10 ((2) reference virtual plane information shown in Fig. 8)
[0164] In addition, the creator designates a reference degree of stereoscopic effect for adjusting stereoscopic effect
in stereoscopic display ((3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect shown in Fig. 8). Namely, in the real mode, (3)
parallax assessment plane information as in the application-priority mode described above is not necessary, but instead
(3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect is input. As described above, (3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect is
used in indicating adjustment of stereoscopic effect in stereoscopic display when stereoscopic display close to real may
not necessarily be desired, depending on a type of an application or a proceeding condition. Typically, the reference
degree of stereoscopic effect is given as a coefficient taking a value from "0" to "1". When "1" is set, right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304 are set such that stereoscopic display close to real can be provided. As the value is
closer to "0", right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are set such that stereoscopic display with weaker
stereoscopic effect is provided.
[0165] In response to such designation, library for stereoscopic display 218 sets right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
camera 304 such that a virtual space distance between the virtual cameras does not exceed a tolerable maximum value,
as will be described below in detail. The tolerable maximum value for the virtual space distance is a value obtained by
multiplying a virtual space distance between the virtual cameras for stereoscopic display close to real by a reference
degree of stereoscopic effect.

(c3-i. Processing for Setting Right Virtual Camera and Left Virtual Camera)

[0166] Figs. 15A to 15C are diagrams for illustrating processing contents in the real mode according to the present
embodiment. In this real mode, as shown in Fig. 15A, rendering processing is performed so as to be equivalent to optical
relation in a case where the user views the display surface in a manner facing display 10. Namely, respective setting
positions and view volumes of the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera are determined in correspondence
with positional relation defined by actual distance L1 between the user’s right eye and left eye, actual distance L2 from
the user’s eyes to the display surface of display 10, and an actual screen width L3 of the display surface of display 10.
[0167] It is noted that (1) reference virtual camera information and (2) reference virtual plane information input in the
real mode are basically used for designating reference virtual plane region 360 to be rendered. Namely, respective
positions of reference virtual camera 300 as well as right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 set in connection
therewith may be changed from positions set by the application.
[0168] For example, as shown in Fig. 15B, a case where reference virtual plane region 360 is set at a position at a
distance from reference virtual camera 300 by virtual space distance D is considered. In this case, based on the view
volume set for reference virtual camera 300 and virtual space distance D, a range of reference virtual plane region 360
is determined. Here, a width corresponding to a lateral direction of the display surface of reference virtual plane region
360 is assumed as a virtual space distance W.
[0169] Then, a position and a view volume of reference virtual camera 300 are adjusted such that a range (within the
three-dimensional virtual space) of this reference virtual plane region 360 corresponds to a(n actual) size of the display
surface of display 10. More specifically, a virtual space distance D’ from reference virtual plane region 360 to reference
virtual camera 300 is determined such that relation of "actual distance L2 : virtual space distance D’ = actual screen
width L3 of display surface : virtual space distance W" is satisfied. Here, as shown in Fig. 15C, since a size of reference
virtual plane region 360 is maintained constant, a field of view (view volume) of reference virtual camera 300 is set again
as a distance from reference virtual plane region 360 is changed
[0170] Thus, the tolerable maximum value of the virtual space distance between right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304 is determined in accordance with the actual distance between the user and the display surface of
display 10.
[0171] After reference virtual camera 300 is set again, right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are set
such that a virtual space distance between these virtual cameras corresponds to the actual interval between the user’s
eyes. More specifically, virtual space distance Df is determined such that relation of "actual distance L2 : virtual space
distance D’ = actual distance L1 : virtual space distance Df" is satisfied. This virtual space distance Df corresponds to
a theoretical maximum value tolerable in a case where the user views the display surface in a manner facing display
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10, for providing stereoscopic display close to real on display 10. Then, a value obtained by multiplying this virtual space
distance Df by the reference degree of stereoscopic effect is determined as the virtual space distance between right
virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 More specifically, respective positions of right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304 are determined such that these cameras are distant from each other by this determined virtual space
distance, with reference virtual camera 300 lying therebetween.
[0172] Through such processing, in display of the three-dimensional virtual space of which display to the user is
intended by the creator of the application, expression as if an actual object were really present on display 10 can be
provided. Namely, by setting right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 as described above, positional relation
between reference virtual camera 300 in the three-dimensional virtual space and an object around reference virtual
plane region 360 substantially matches with positional relation between the user’s eyes in a real space and the display
surface of display 10. Therefore, display as if a virtual space were seen through a window having a frame as large as
a screen of display 10 can be provided.

[c4. Stereoscopic Effect Adjustment]

[0173] Virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 determined in the
application-priority mode and the real mode described above is not necessarily used as it is, but it may be used after
subsequent further adjustment based on a prescribed condition (a value tolerable by an application, a user’s operation,
or the like). In that case, virtual space distance Df exhibits a maximum value between right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304 under a condition given by an application or the like Namely, virtual space distance Df between right
virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 is a parameter determining maximum parallax that could be generated
between a right object image and a left object image displayed on display 10, and a maximum value thereof is restricted
in accordance with a parallax limit amount under a condition set by an application or the like.
[0174] Virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 is in proportion to a
degree of stereoscopic effect that can be felt by the user who views display 10. In other words, if this virtual space
distance Df is "0", that is, if right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 are set at the same position, the subject
is displayed on display 10 two-dimensionally rather than stereoscopically.
[0175] From a point of view of user-friendliness, a degree of stereoscopic effect determined by the processing as
described above is preferably adjustable in accordance with a user’s operation. Namely, a virtual space distance between
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 can preferably be increased and decreased by a user’s operation,
in a range up to virtual space distance Df (maximum value) between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304
determined by the processing as described above.
[0176] A mechanism for accepting such a user’s operation is preferably a mechanism for accepting a user’s operation
as a one-dimensional parameter value associated with a degree of stereoscopic effect Forms as shown in Figs. 16 to
18 represent examples of input means (user interface) for accepting a one-dimensional parameter value associated
with this degree of stereoscopic effect.
[0177] Fig. 16 shows a mechanism slidably operable in a direction of a prescribed one axis (a slider 1062) by way of
example of a configuration for accepting adjustment by the user of stereoscopic effect according to the present embod-
iment. This slider 1062 is provided on a side or the like of the display surface of display 10. As shown in Fig. 16, a
character "3D" indicating stereoscopic display is provided in an upward direction on the sheet surface, and a character
"2D" indicating two-dimensional display is provided in a downward direction on the sheet surface.
[0178] Namely, as the user adjusts slider 1062, a virtual space distance between right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304 varies from the maximum value "Df" to a minimum value "0". In other words, setting is made such
that virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 initially set by library for
stereoscopic display 218 corresponds to the maximum value (the uppermost portion on the sheet surface) in a range
of adjustment by slider 1062 and such that "0" corresponds to the minimum value (the lowermost portion on the sheet
surface) in the range of adjustment by slider 1062. Namely, assuming an adjustment value given by slider 1062 as γ,
virtual space distance Df after adjustment of stereoscopic effect can be expressed in the following expression. 

[0179] It is noted that virtual space distance Df (maximum value) between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
camera 304 may completely unmatch with the maximum value of the range of adjustment by slider 1062. For example,
a value obtained by multiplying virtual space distance Df (maximum value) by a prescribed constant α (0<α<1) may be
brought in correspondence with the maximum value of the range of adjustment by slider 1062. In this case, assuming
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an adjustment value given by slider 1062 as γ, virtual space distance Df after adjustment of stereoscopic effect can be
expressed in the following expression.
[0180] Virtual space distance Df = Constant α x Virtual space distance Df (maximum value) 3 Adjustment value γ (0≤γ≤1)
[0181] In response to such a user’s operation of slider 1062, at least one of arrangement positions of right virtual
camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 set in the processing as described above is changed. Then, when the position(s)
of right virtual camera 302 and/or left virtual camera 304 is (are) changed, the field(s) of view (view volume(s)) of right
virtual camera 302 and/or left virtual camera 304 is (are) also set again.
[0182] Fig. 17 shows a user interface in a case where display 10 is implemented as a touch panel by way of another
example of a configuration for accepting adjustment by the user of stereoscopic effect according to the present embod-
iment. In this user interface as well, an image object 310 along a direction of a prescribed one axis similar to the slider
shown in Fig. 16 above and an image object 312 displayed to move relatively to this image object 310 are displayed.
As the user touches display 10 using a touch pen (stylus pen) 70 or the like, this image object 312 moves in accordance
with the user’s touch operation. Then, an indication in accordance with the position of this image object 312 is generated.
[0183] Fig. 18 shows a user interface using display 10 and an operation button by way of yet another example of a
configuration for accepting adjustment by the user of stereoscopic effect according to the present embodiment. In this
user interface as well, an image object 320 along a direction of a prescribed one axis similar to the slider shown in Fig.
16 above and an image object 322 displayed to move relatively to this image object 320 are displayed. As the user
presses the operation button provided on information processing system 1 (a + button 1063 and a - button 1064), this
image object 322 moves. Then, an indication in accordance with the position of this image object 322 is generated.

[c5. Variation Involved With Setting of Virtual Camera]

[0184] In the embodiment described above, in setting the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera, processing
for moving the arrangement position of reference virtual camera 300 along reference line 350 toward the right and the
left by an equal distance has been exemplified, however, any one virtual camera may be fixed at the arrangement
position of reference virtual camera 300 and the other virtual camera alone may be moved. Processing in such a case
will be exemplified hereinafter.
[0185] Referring to Fig. 19A, it is assumed that reference virtual camera 300 is designated at a certain position in a
three-dimensional virtual space. In this state, the right maximum parallax plane and the left maximum parallax plane in
a case where parallax on parallax assessment plane 361 is set as the limit value are determined. In this case, unlike
Fig. 13B above, a position of a right maximum parallax plane 361 A for setting a position of one virtual camera (in the
example shown in Fig. 19B, a right virtual camera 300A) is calculated while parallax assessment plane 361 corresponding
to reference virtual camera 300 is fixed. Namely, as shown in Fig. 19B, by sliding parallax assessment plane 361 toward
the left over the sheet surface, right maximum parallax plane 361A is obtained. Here, virtual space distance S between
parallax assessment plane 361 and right maximum parallax plane 361 A corresponds to the parallax limit amount.
[0186] Finally, as shown in Fig. 19C, reference line 350 passing through reference virtual camera 300 and extending
in parallel to the reference virtual plane is defined, and right virtual camera 300A is set on this reference line 350. More
specifically, right virtual camera 300A is set at a position where a view volume including reference virtual plane region
360 and right maximum parallax plane 361A can be defined. Then, right virtual camera 300A and reference virtual
camera 300 are used to generate the right object image and the left object image respectively.
[0187] According to the method as shown in Figs. 19A to 19C, a viewpoint stereoscopically displayed on the display
surface of display 10 moves from reference virtual camera 300 to a point intermediate between right virtual camera 300A
and reference virtual camera 300. For example, in a case of a user whose dominant eye is known (the left eye in the
example shown in Figs. 19A to 19C), by setting positions of a pair of virtual cameras with the method as shown in Figs.
19A to 19C, switch from two-dimensional display to stereoscopic display can be accepted with less uncomfortableness.
[0188] Though a configuration where right virtual camera 300A is set by moving reference virtual camera 300 toward
the right has been described in the example shown in Figs. 19A to 19C, right virtual camera 300A may be set at the
position of reference virtual camera 300 and reference virtual camera 300 may be moved toward the left to set a left
virtual camera.

[c6. Return Value]

[0189] Referring again to Fig. 8, library for stereoscopic display 218 not only calculates respective setting values for
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 but also returns a value indicating a result of prescribed processing
to an application or the like as a return value. In the present embodiment, library for stereoscopic display 218 returns
information indicating positional relation between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 as a return value.
In the description below, a processing example where virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and
left virtual camera 304 within the three-dimensional virtual space is used will be described by way of typical example of
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this positional relation.
[0190] This virtual space distance Df corresponds to an amount of parallax for a subject image corresponding to an
object within the right object image and the left object image generated when the object located at infinity within the
three-dimensional virtual space is virtually photographed by right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, which
can be explained as follows. When viewed from right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, the object located
at infinity looks like present on a straight line extending from each virtual camera position in a virtual camera direction.
Therefore, when a certain object located at infinity is viewed from the right virtual camera and when the same object is
viewed from the left virtual camera, the object located at infinity looks like present right in front of each virtual camera.
Therefore, by rendering the object such that the object is seen as if it were present right in front of each virtual camera,
it can be expressed as the object located at infinity. In order to show the object as if it were located right in front of each
virtual camera, it is only necessary to generate and display images having an amount of parallax corresponding to a
distance between the virtual cameras. It is noted that parallax generated for an object located at any position between
right virtual camera 302, left virtual camera 304 and infinity is smaller than parallax generated for the object located at
infinity (virtual space distance Df).
[0191] Therefore, by displaying on display 10 such a pair of images that difference in position of appearance of the
subject image for the same object represented therein is of magnitude corresponding to virtual space distance Df, the
subject image can visually be recognized as being located on the rearmost side when viewed from the user. In other
words, by generating a right background image and a left background image having appropriate parallax in coordination
with virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, the background image can
always be displayed on the rear side relative to any object even when a degree of stereoscopic effect on display 10 is
varied. Though details will be described later, in the present embodiment, the right background image and the left
background image are generated in accordance with a return value ((7) distance between the virtual cameras shown in
Fig. 8) from library for stereoscopic display 218.
[0192] Virtual space distance Df described above represents a virtual space distance in a three-dimensional space of
interest, and it has a unit system different from an actual size of the display surface of display 10. Therefore, in order to
be able to readily determine how much amount of parallax should be generated between the right background image
and the left background image on the display surface of display 10, a standardized, dimensionless value is preferably
used as a return value.
[0193] In the present embodiment, a ratio standardized with a rendering range displayed on display 10 serving as the
reference is used as such a dimensionless value. More specifically, library for stereoscopic display 218 outputs as a
return value, a ratio of virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, with a
width of the reference virtual plane region (see Fig. 3) included in the view volume of reference virtual camera 300, which
is a virtual plane perpendicular to camera direction 301 of reference virtual camera 300, serving as the reference.
[0194] Namely, since the reference virtual plane region corresponds to a range rendered on the display surface of
display 10, a ratio of virtual space distance Df to a width of the reference virtual plane region matches with a ratio of an
actual amount of parallax to be generated between the right background image and the left background image to an
actual screen width of display 10. Therefore, by adopting the ratio of virtual space distance Df to the width of the reference
virtual plane region as the return value, an amount of parallax to be generated between the right background image and
the left background image, that are pictures located on the rearmost side when viewed from the user, can readily be
determined in accordance with an actual screen width of display 10.
[0195] As described above, the return value from library for stereoscopic display 218 corresponds to the ratio of virtual
space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304, with the width of the reference virtual
plane region within the three-dimensional virtual space serving as the reference.
[0196] Referring to Fig. 20, a return value RV is calculated as: return value RV = (virtual space distance Df between
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 / virtual space distance W corresponding to the width of reference
virtual plane region 360). Here, virtual space distance W can be expressed as follows, by using a virtual space distance
LN from reference virtual camera 300 to near clipping plane 364, virtual space distance D from reference virtual camera
300 to the reference virtual plane, and a virtual space distance NW corresponding to a width of near clipping plane 364.
[0197] Virtual space distance W = Virtual space distance NW 3 Virtual space distance D / Virtual space distance LN
[0198] Therefore, return value RV can be calculated as below.

[0199] Among these parameters, virtual space distance NW and virtual space distance LN are calculated based on
(1) reference virtual camera information (see Fig. 8) input to library for stereoscopic display 218, and virtual space
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distance D is calculated based on (2) reference virtual plane information input to library for stereoscopic display 218. In
addition, virtual space distance Df is determined as a result of processing for setting right virtual camera 302 and left
virtual camera 304, as described above.

[c7. Variation Involved With Library for Stereoscopic Display]

[0200] In the example shown in Figs. 13A to 13C above, an example where parallax assessment plane 361 is set at
any position between near clipping plane 364 and far clipping plane 366 has been shown. By way of example, library
for stereoscopic display 218 shown in Fig. 8 defines parallax assessment plane 361 as shown in Fig. 13A by using virtual
space distance A from reference virtual plane region 360 ((3) parallax assessment plane information).
[0201] In contrast, a position where parallax assessment plane 361 is to be set may be set in advance. For example,
parallax assessment plane 361 may be set so as to match with far clipping plane 366. Namely, an amount of parallax
generated between a right object image and a left object image may be evaluated at far clipping plane 366.
[0202] Thus, if parallax assessment plane 361 is caused to match with far clipping plane 366, an amount of parallax
in a plane located on the rearmost side within a rendered range in a virtual space is to be evaluated. Therefore, it can
be guaranteed that parallax exceeding the parallax limit amount is not generated for any object present within a range
to be rendered.
[0203] In such a case, it is not necessary to input (3) parallax assessment plane information to the library for stereoscopic
display, because, namely, simply by setting far clipping plane 366 with the use of at least (1) reference virtual camera
information, parallax assessment plane 361 can automatically be set.
[0204] If parallax assessment plane 361 is set to match with far clipping plane 366, a library for stereoscopic display
218# as shown in Fig. 21 may be used. In library for stereoscopic display 218# shown in this Fig. 21, input of (3) parallax
assessment plane information is omitted (or an invalid value "null" is input). Since information provided to library for
stereoscopic display 218# can thus be decreased, simplification and higher speed of processing can be achieved
[0205] An alternative configuration may also be designed so as to have input factors as many as those in library for
stereoscopic display 218 shown in Fig. 8. In this case, in the "application-priority mode" as well, information corresponding
to (3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect may be accepted. Typically, library for stereoscopic display 218# accepts
input of a reference degree of stereoscopic effect, which is a coefficient taking a value from "0" to "1", and adjusts virtual
space distance Df to the right virtual camera (see Fig. 10). More specifically, it is used for processing for further correction
of virtual space distance Df (or return value RV) calculated in accordance with the procedure as described above.
Namely, library for stereoscopic display 218# is configured to be able to accept a parameter for realizing a function to
adjust stereoscopic effect as shown in Figs. 16 to 18.
[0206] By adopting such a mechanism, stereoscopic effect can supplementarily be adjusted also in the "application-
priority mode."

<D Background Image Generation Processing>

[d1. Overview]

[0207] Processing for generating a right background image and a left background image based on a return value from
library for stereoscopic display 218 described above (background image generation processing) will now be described.
[0208] As described above, in order to express a background image on display 10 as a picture located on the rearmost
side when viewed from the user, an amount of parallax between the right background image and the left background
image on the display surface of display 10 should be set to a value in accordance with virtual space distance Df between
right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 determined in advance.
[0209] Basically, an object displayed as a background image is provided as a two-dimensional image not having
information in a direction of depth, unlike an object or the like to which the user’s attention is desirably paid. Therefore,
original background image BG (see Figs. 1 and 2) having a size greater than a size of display on display 10 is prepared
in advance and two rendering ranges to be output as the right background image and the left background image respec-
tively in this original background image BG are set at positions displaced from each other by a distance in accordance
with virtual space distance Df, so that the right background image and the left background image having an amount of
parallax suitable for display as the background image can be generated.
[0210] Alternatively, in such processing as generating a background image which is a planar, two-dimensional image
by virtually photographing a virtual space on which inner surface a background image is drawn with a virtual camera, a
pair of virtual cameras (for generating a background image) having respective view volumes (rendering ranges) in
accordance with virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 with the view
volume (rendering range) of the previously set virtual camera for generating a background image serving as the reference
may be set.
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[d2. Generation of Background Image from Original Background Image]

[0211] A processing example in which a right background image and a left background image are generated using
original background image BG (see Figs. 1 and 2) having a size greater than a size of display on display 10 will be
described hereinafter. Figs. 22A to 22C are schematic diagrams for illustrating background image generation processing
according to the present embodiment.
[0212] For example, it is assumed that a rendering range 410 as shown in Fig. 22A has been designated as a background
image in providing two-dimensional display as shown in Fig. 1. Here, a case where contents substantially the same as
contents in rendering range 410 are displayed as a background in providing stereoscopic display as shown in Fig. 2 is
considered.
[0213] In this case, as shown in Fig. 22B, a right rendering range 412 is set as a region of an image generated as a
right background image, and a left rendering range 414 is set as a region of an image generated as a left background
image. Right rendering range 412 and left rendering range 414 are set as displaced from each other by a distance WD
in accordance with virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 described
above So long as an amount of information (image size) displayed on display 10 is the same between two-dimensional
display and stereoscopic display, the size of each of right rendering range 412 and left rendering range 414 matches
with the size of rendering range 410.
[0214] Consequently, as shown in Fig. 22C, displacement by distance WD is caused between positions where subject
images of the same object (in the example shown in Fig. 22C, a background object BG_OBJ1) appear in the right
background image defined by right rendering range 412 and the left background image defined by left rendering range
414, respectively. Therefore, an amount of parallax of distance WD is generated on the display surface of display 10.
[0215] This distance WD is calculated by multiplying a width WP of a range rendered on display 10, that is, rendering
range 410 (right rendering range 412 and left rendering range 414), by return value RV (a ratio of virtual space distance
Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 to a width of the reference virtual plane region within
the three-dimensional virtual space). This relation can be expressed as follows. 

[0216] Though a unit (for example, [mm]) indicating an actual display width (physical length) of the display surface of
display 10 may be employed for width WP of the rendering range and distance WD calculated from width WP, the number
of pixels of a background image to be rendered is preferably employed as the unit, from a point of view of ease in
processing. In addition, since return value RV has been standardized, it is a dimensionless value.
[0217] Namely, as can clearly be seen from the expression above, right rendering range 412 to be output as the right
background image is set with respect to original background image BG, left rendering range 414 to be output as the left
background image is set at a position set by displacing right rendering range 412 by distance WD obtained by multiplying
a width of right rendering range 412 by return value RV (the ratio of virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304 to the width of the reference virtual plane region within the three-dimensional virtual space).
[0218] If the creator of the application designates rendering range 410 in advance as shown in Fig. 22B, right rendering
range 412 and left rendering range 414 are preferably set with rendering range 410 serving as the reference. More
specifically, right rendering range 412 is set at a position set by displacing rendering range 410 by 1/2 of distance WD
toward the right over the sheet surface, and left rendering range 414 is set at a position set by displacing rendering
range 410 by 1/2 of distance WD toward the left over the sheet surface. By thus setting right rendering range 412 and
left rendering range 414 with rendering range 410 serving as the reference, a picture in a range intended by the creator
of the application to desirably be displayed as a background in two-dimensional display as shown in Fig. 1 can be
displayed substantially similarly also in stereoscopic display as shown in Fig. 2.
[0219] Regarding correspondence with each module shown in Figs. 7A and 7B, background image range setting
module 208 sets right rendering range 412 and left rendering range 414 shown in Figs. 22A to 22C in accordance with
return value RV output from library for stereoscopic display 218. In addition, background image rendering module 210
generates the right background image and the left background image in accordance with right rendering range 412 and
left rendering range 414 set by background image range setting module 208. Further, background image data 214
includes data defining original background image BG.

[d3. Variation 1]

[0220] In the description above, a configuration in which right rendering range 412 to be output as the right background
image and left rendering range 414 to be output as the left background image are designated with respect to original
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background image BG has been exemplified, however, a virtual camera for generating a background image may be set
with respect to a three-dimensional virtual space including a background object displayed as a background and then
the set virtual camera may be used to generate a background image. Such a processing example will now be described.
[0221] In general, any shape of a three-dimensional virtual space can be set depending on its definition contents,
however, for the sake of facilitated understanding, in the description below, a cylindrical three-dimensional virtual space
VS as shown in Fig. 23 is considered by way of example. It is assumed that original background image BG is attached
to an inner circumferential surface of this three-dimensional virtual space VS.
[0222] It is assumed that reference virtual camera (background) 400 for generating a background image is arranged
in such three-dimensional virtual space VS. Here, a field of view (view volume) of reference virtual camera (background)
400 is basically set to include only original background image BG arranged around the same. Namely, reference virtual
camera 400 has a rendering range 450, which is a plane set for original background image BG, as a rendering range.
[0223] Then, with rendering range 450 serving as the reference, a right rendering range 452 is set as a region of an
image generated as a right background image, and a left rendering range 454 is set as a region of an image generated
as a left background image. Right rendering range 452 and left rendering range 454 are set at positions displaced from
each other by distance WD in accordance with virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual
camera 304 described above.
[0224] In setting these right rendering range 452 and left rendering range 454, instead of processing for directly
determining the ranges, arrangement positions and fields of view (view volumes) of right virtual camera (background)
402 and left virtual camera (background) 404 corresponding to right rendering range 452 and left rendering range 454
respectively may be calculated. In this case, as in the background image generation processing described above, a
virtual space distance between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 is calculated, and then respective
arrangement positions of right rendering range 452 and left rendering range 454 are determined with original rendering
range 450 serving as the reference. In accordance therewith, arrangement positions and fields of view (view volumes)
of right virtual camera (background) 402 and left virtual camera (background) 404 are calculated, respectively.
[0225] As shown in Figs. 22A to 22C and 23, when reference virtual camera 400 for generating a background image
is arranged in a three-dimensional virtual space, a library for stereoscopic display 218A or 218A# as shown in Fig. 25
or 26 can also be adopted.
[0226] Namely, library for stereoscopic display 218A shown in Fig. 25 accepts (1’) reference virtual camera (back-
ground) information as the input, in addition to input of (1) reference virtual camera information, (2) reference virtual
plane information, (3) parallax assessment plane information, and (4) mode information. Then, library for stereoscopic
display 218A outputs (5) right virtual camera information, (6) left virtual camera information, (8) right virtual camera
(background) information, and (9) left virtual camera (background) information. Namely, library for stereoscopic display
218A shown in Fig. 25 does not output (7) distance between the virtual cameras, but instead, outputs (8) right virtual
camera (background) information and (9) left virtual camera (background) information in accordance with input of (1’)
reference virtual camera (background) information, based on internally calculated (7) distance between the virtual cam-
eras.
[0227] In addition, Fig. 26 shows library for stereoscopic display 218A# adapted to processing as shown in Figs. 22A
to 22C and 23 in correspondence with library for stereoscopic display 218# shown in Fig. 21. Since a basic structure is
the same as that of library for stereoscopic display 218A shown in Fig. 25, detailed description will not be repeated.
[0228] By using such library for stereoscopic display 218A or 218A#, the creator of the application can obtain respective
setting values for right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 as well as respective setting values for right virtual
camera (background) 402 and left virtual camera (background) 404 simply by setting reference virtual camera 300 for
generating an object image and reference virtual camera 400 for generating a background image.
[0229] In addition, an object to stereoscopically be displayed, such as objects OBJ1 and OBJ2 described above, may
additionally virtually be arranged in three-dimensional virtual space VS shown in Figs. 23 and 24. In this case, independ-
ently of right virtual camera (background) 402 and left virtual camera (background) 404 described above, right virtual
camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 for generating an object image are arranged within three-dimensional virtual
space VS. Then, as set right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 photograph an object or the like to which
the user’s attention is desirably paid, a right object image and a left object image are generated.
[0230] Even when an object expressed as an object image and an object expressed as a background image are
arranged within the same three-dimensional virtual space, in some cases, viewpoints of respective virtual cameras are
preferably set independently of each other as an application proceeds. For example, considering a case where travel
of an object to which the user’s attention is desirably paid (typically, a character object) is expressed, a viewpoint of a
virtual camera for generating an object image is preferably moved as the object travels, whereas a virtual camera for
generating a background image preferably renders a specific rendering range as a background image, without being
affected by travel of the object Thus, such a situation that, while a background expressed on the rearmost side on display
10 is substantially constant, only the character object operated by the user travels, can be expressed.
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[d3. Variation 2]

[0231] In the description above, processing in which a range in original background image BG defined in advance, in
accordance with proceeding or the like of an application, is basically output as a background image has been described,
however, contents in original background image BG itself may sequentially be updated in accordance with proceeding
of the application, the user’s operation or the like. Even in such a case, the creator of the application can readily generate
a right background image and a left background image to desirably be displayed as a background in stereoscopic display
simply by designating a rendering range to be displayed as a background, as in the case of developing an application
utilizing only two-dimensional display

<E. Display Data Generation Processing>

[0232] Processing for generating data used for image display on display 10 (a right display image and a left display
image) using a right object image and a left object image as well as a right background image and a left background
image generated in the processing described above will now be described.
[0233] In the present embodiment, a right display image to be displayed on display 10 is generated by superimposing
a right object image and a right background image on each other, and a left display image to be displayed on display
10 is generated by superimposing a left object image and a left background image on each other.
[0234] Referring to Fig. 27, in typical mounting, at least two layers 75 and 76 are provided in first VRAM 112 (Fig. 6)
brought in correspondence with first LCD 116 visually recognized by the user’s right eye. Similarly, at least two layers
77 and 78 are provided also in second VRAM 122 (Fig. 6) brought in correspondence with second LCD 126 visually
recognized by the user’s left eye.
[0235] The right object image is written in upper layer 75 provided in first LCD 116, and the right background image
is written in lower layer 76. Then, the images written in layer 75 and layer 76 are combined and output as the right display
image.
[0236] Similarly, the left object image is written in upper layer 77 provided in second LCD 126, and the left background
image is written in lower layer 78. Then, the images written in layer 77 and layer 78 are combined and output as the left
display image.

<F. Processing Procedure>

[0237] Processing contents of the program according to the present embodiment will now be described with reference
to Figs. 28 and 29. It is noted that each step shown in Figs 28 and 29 is typically provided by execution of the program
by CPU 100 of information processing system 1.

(f1 Main Routine)

[0238] In the flowchart shown in Fig. 28, processing in a case where stereoscopic display is provided on display 10
by designating a parameter as in two-dimensional display of an object within a three-dimensional virtual space on display
10 as shown in Fig. 1 as the application proceeds will be described.
[0239] Referring to Fig. 28, CPU 100 successively executes application instructions described in the program (step
S2). Namely, proceeding module 204 shown in Figs. 7A and 7B proceeds with the application in accordance with an
internal command or the like generated by input module 202 or the like.
[0240] When instructions for rendering processing to display 10 are to be executed (YES in step S4), CPU 100 performs
processing in step S8 and subsequent steps. In contrast, when instructions of interest are other than the rendering
processing to display 10 (NO in step S4), CPU 100 performs processing in accordance with the instructions to be
executed (step S6). Thereafter, the process returns to step S2.
[0241] In step S8, CPU 100 causes a prescribed register to store a setting value (an arrangement position and a view
volume) for the reference virtual camera (reference virtual camera 300 shown in Fig. 1) designated as the application
proceeds and a setting value for a rendering range in a background image. It is noted that a camera matrix (a projection
matrix and a view matrix) is employed as the setting value for the reference virtual camera. Namely, in step S8, (1)
reference virtual camera information shown in Fig. 8 is designated.
[0242] In addition, a plurality of coordinates for specifying a range to be set as the background image in original
background image BG are used as the setting value for the rendering range in the background image. Alternatively, a
setting value (an arrangement position and a view volume) for reference virtual camera 400 for generating a background
image as shown in Fig. 1 may be designated.
[0243] In successive step S10, CPU 100 determines which of the "application-priority mode" and the "real mode" has
been designated. This mode is designated in accordance with intention of the creator of the application, the user’s
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operation or the like.
[0244] When the "application-priority mode" has been designated (in the case of "application-priority" in step S10),
CPU 100 sets an internal flag to the "application-priority mode" (step S12). Namely, (4) mode information shown in Fig.
8 is set. In succession, CPU 100 causes a prescribed register to store information for specifying respective positions of
the reference virtual plane (corresponding to reference virtual plane region 360 shown in Figs. 13A to 13C and 14A to
14D) and the parallax assessment plane (parallax assessment plane 361 shown in Figs. 13A to 13C and 14A to 14D)
in the three-dimensional virtual space displayed as the application proceeds (step S14). Namely, (2) reference virtual
plane information and (3) parallax assessment plane information shown in Fig. 8 are designated. If library for stereoscopic
display 218# (Fig. 21) is called in step S16 which will be described later, designation of (3) parallax assessment plane
information may be omitted.
[0245] In addition, CPU 100 designates a value in the register set in steps S8 and S12 and calls library for stereoscopic
display 218 (or library for stereoscopic display 218#) for setting the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera (step
S16).
[0246] In contrast, when the "real mode" has been designated (in the case of the "real mode" in step S10), CPU 100
sets the internal flag to the "real mode" (step S18). Namely, (4) mode information shown in Fig. 8 is set. In succession,
CPU 100 causes a prescribed register to store information for specifying the reference virtual plane where a display
target to which attention is desirably paid is present (corresponding to reference virtual plane region 360 shown in Figs.
13A to 13C and 14A to 14D) and a value of a reference degree of stereoscopic effect (step S20). Namely, (2) reference
virtual plane information and (3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect shown in Fig. 8 are designated. In addition,
CPU 100 designates a value in the register set in steps S8 and S18 and calls library for stereoscopic display 218 (or
library for stereoscopic display 218#) for setting the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera (step S16)
[0247] Though processing in library for stereoscopic display 218 (or library for stereoscopic display 218#) in step S16
will be described in detail with reference to Fig. 29, by calling the library for stereoscopic display, CPU 100 calculates a
camera matrix (a projection matrix and a view matrix) of the right virtual camera and a camera matrix (a projection matrix
and a view matrix) of the left virtual camera as well as the return value (a ratio of a distance between right virtual camera
302 and left virtual camera 304 with the width of the reference virtual plane region (see Fig. 3) for reference virtual
camera 300 serving as the reference).
[0248] In successive step S30, CPU 100 sets the right virtual camera (right virtual camera 302 shown in Fig. 2) in the
three-dimensional virtual space in accordance with the camera matrix calculated by library for stereoscopic display 218
(or library for stereoscopic display 218#), and generates a right object image based on virtual photographing by the right
virtual camera. In addition, in step S32, CPU 100 sets the left virtual camera (left virtual camera 304 shown in Fig. 2) in
the three-dimensional virtual space based on the calculated camera matrix and generates a left object image based on
virtual photographing by the left virtual camera.
[0249] Namely, in steps S30 and S32 described above, object image rendering module 206 shown in Figs. 7A and
7B generates (renders) the right object image and the left object image with reference to object definition data 212, in
accordance with a result of calculation by library for stereoscopic display 218 (or library for stereoscopic display 218#).
[0250] In step S34, CPU 100 sets the right rendering range (right rendering range 412 shown in Figs. 22A to 22C)
and the left rendering range (left rendering range 414 shown in Figs. 22A to 22C) by displacing the rendering range in
the background image designated in step S8 in a prescribed direction, based on the return value from library for stere-
oscopic display 218 (or library for stereoscopic display 218#). Namely, background image range setting module 208
shown in Figs. 7A and 7B sets respective ranges in original background image BG, to be rendered as the right background
image and the left background image.
[0251] In successive step S36, CPU 100 generates (renders) the right background image and the left background
image in accordance with the set respective right rendering range and left rendering range. Namely, background image
rendering module 210 shown in Figs. 7A and 7B generates the right background image and the left background image
with reference to background image data 214, in accordance with the right rendering range and the left rendering range
set in step S34.
[0252] Thereafter, in step S38, CPU 100 combines the right object image generated in step S30 and the right back-
ground image generated in step S36 with each other to generate the right display image, and combines the left object
image generated in step S32 and the left background image generated in step S36 with each other to generate the left
display image. Namely, display data generation module 216 shown in Figs. 7A and 7B generates the right display image
and the left display image based on the right object image and the left object image as well as the right background
image and the left background image.
[0253] Finally, in step S40, CPU 100 outputs the right display image and the left display image generated in step S38
to a corresponding pixel of display 10.
[0254] Thereafter, CPU 100 determines whether the user has operated the slider or the like as shown in Figs. 16 to
18 so as to change the degree of stereoscopic effect or not (step S42). When the degree of stereoscopic effect has
been changed (YES in step S42), the processing in step S16 is performed again.
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[0255] When the degree of stereoscopic effect has not been changed (NO in step S42), CPU 100 determines whether
end of the application has been indicated or not (step S44). When end of the application has not been indicated (NO in
step S44), the processing in step S2 and subsequent steps is repeated. In contrast, when end of the application has
been indicated (YES in step S44), the process ends.

(f2. Library for Stereoscopic Display)

[0256] Referring to Fig. 29, CPU 100 initially performs initialization processing (step S100). In this initialization process-
ing, initial values for an actual size of the display surface of display 10, an actual interval between the user’s eyes, an
actual distance from the user to the display surface of display 10, a limit depth up to which the user can comfortably
accept stereoscopic display, and the like are set to prescribed setting values, respectively. As a method of setting these
setting values, a manner of designating an expected value registered in advance in hardware (or firmware) of display
10, a manner of designation by an application, a manner of setting by the user, and the like may be employed.
[0257] In successive step S102, CPU 100 obtains the view volume of the reference virtual camera by calculating
respective ranges of the near clipping plane and the far clipping plane within the three-dimensional virtual space (values
in the three-dimensional virtual space) based on the projection matrix of the reference virtual camera. In further successive
step S104, CPU 100 obtains the range of the reference virtual plane region to be rendered (value in the three-dimensional
virtual space) based on the projection matrix of the reference virtual camera and the positional information of the reference
virtual plane. In further successive step S106, CPU 100 calculates a conversion coefficient between the real space and
the three-dimensional virtual space based on a ratio between a length in a lateral direction (or a length in a vertical
direction) of the reference virtual plane region in the three-dimensional virtual space and an actual screen width (or an
actual screen height) of the display surface of display 10.
[0258] In successive step S108, CPU 100 determines which of the "application-priority mode" and the "real mode"
has been designated. When the "application-priority mode" has been designated (in the case of the "application-priority
mode" in step S108), processing in step S110 and subsequent steps is performed. Alternatively, when the "real mode"
has been designated (in the case of the "real mode" in step S108), processing in step S120 and subsequent steps is
performed.
[0259] In step S110, CPU 100 obtains a maximum amount of parallax (parallax limit amount) between the right object
image and the left object image on the display surface up to which the user can comfortably accept stereoscopic display
on display 10 Display is preferably provided such that the amount of parallax for the object to which the user’s attention
is desirably paid is equal to or smaller than this parallax limit amount. This parallax limit amount is determined by an
actual screen width of the display surface of display 10, an actual interval between the user’s eyes, an actual distance
from the user to the display surface of display 10, and the like.
[0260] By way of example of a method of obtaining the parallax limit amount in step S110, the parallax limit amount
may be calculated in advance from an expected actual screen width of the display surface of display 10, an actual interval
between the user’s eyes, an actual distance from the user to the display surface of display 10, and the like, and that
value may be made use of. Alternatively, for example, such a method as calculating the parallax limit amount from a
value obtained with other means, for example, a method of mounting an image pick-up device or the like on display 10
and measuring an actual interval between the user’s eyes with the use of the image pick-up device, may be employed.
[0261] In successive step S112, CPU 100 calculates virtual space distance S in the three-dimensional virtual space
(corresponding to an amount of displacement between right maximum parallax plane 362 and left maximum parallax
plane 363 shown in Figs. 13A to 13C) corresponding to the parallax limit amount, by using the conversion coefficient
calculated in step S106. Namely, the parallax limit amount obtained in step S110 is a value in the real space, and in
step S 112, in order to perform assessment processing on the parallax assessment plane shown below, the value in the
real space is converted to a value in the three-dimensional virtual space of interest.
[0262] In successive steps S 114 and S116, CPU 100 determines respective arrangement positions of the right virtual
camera and the left virtual camera. Namely, in step S 114, CPU 100 sets the right maximum parallax plane (right
maximum parallax plane 362 shown in Figs. 13A to 13C) which is a range rendered by the right virtual camera and the
left maximum parallax plane (left maximum parallax plane 363 shown in Figs. 13A to 13C) which is a range rendered
by the left virtual camera, so as to generate parallax of virtual space distance S on the parallax assessment plane in the
three-dimensional virtual space.
[0263] When (3) parallax assessment plane information is input, the parallax assessment plane is set with the reference
virtual plane region serving as the reference, and when (3) parallax assessment plane information is not input, it is set
at a position of the far clipping plane.
[0264] In successive step S116, CPU 100 determines respective arrangement positions of the right virtual camera
and the left virtual camera based on the reference virtual plane region obtained in step S104 as well as on the right
maximum parallax plane and the left maximum parallax plane set in step S114. More specifically, CPU 100 sets the
right virtual camera at a position where the view volume including the reference virtual plane region and the right maximum
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parallax plane can be defined and sets the left virtual camera at a position where the view volume including the reference
virtual plane region and the left maximum parallax plane can be defined. It is noted that the right virtual camera and the
left virtual camera are arranged on the reference line passing through the reference virtual camera and extending in
parallel to the reference virtual plane. Namely, CPU 100 determines respective positions of the right virtual camera and
the left virtual camera by moving the reference virtual camera along the reference line by a prescribed distance.
[0265] In successive step S118, CPU 100 calculates virtual space distance Df between the right virtual camera and
the left virtual camera determined in step S116. Then, the process proceeds to step S140.
[0266] In step S120, CPU 100 calculates virtual space distance D’ between the reference virtual camera and the
reference virtual plane in the three-dimensional virtual space so as to correspond to real positional relation between
display 10 and the user (see Figs. 15A and 15C). More specifically, CPU 100 calculates new virtual space distance D’
from the reference virtual camera to the reference virtual plane (see Fig. 15C) by multiplying a distance expected as an
actual distance from the user to the display surface of display 10 (actual distance L1 shown in Fig 15A) by the conversion
coefficient calculated in step S106. In the real mode, the position of the virtual camera is set such that positional relation
between the reference virtual plane region and the virtual camera matches with the positional relation between the
display surface of display 10 and the user’s eyes. Namely, CPU 100 sets virtual space distance D’ such that the ratio
between virtual space distance D’ and the distance from the user to the display surface of display 10 matches with a
ratio between width W of the reference virtual plane region (see Fig. 15B) and actual screen width L3 of display 10 (see
Fig. 15A).
[0267] In successive step S122, CPU 100 changes the position of the reference virtual camera in the three-dimensional
virtual space, based on new virtual space distance D’ calculated in step S120 (see Fig. 15C). CPU 100 changes relative
positional relation between the reference virtual camera and the near clipping plane, the far clipping plane as the position
of this reference virtual camera is changed.
[0268] In step S124, CPU 100 determines whether positional relation between the new position of the reference virtual
camera and the near clipping plane is appropriate or not. This is because the near clipping plane may be located on the
side opposite to the camera direction of the reference virtual camera as a result of movement of the reference virtual
camera toward the near clipping plane.
[0269] When the positional relation between the new position of the reference virtual camera and the near clipping
plane is not appropriate (NO in step S124), CPU 100 changes the position of the near clipping plane (step S126). In
further successive step S128, CPU 100 determines whether positional relation between the new position of the near
clipping plane and the far clipping plane is appropriate or not (step S 128). This is because the near clipping plane may
be located beyond the far clipping plane as a result of change in the position of the near clipping plane.
[0270] When the positional relation between the new position of the near clipping plane and the far clipping plane is
not appropriate (NO in step S128), CPU 100 changes the position of the far clipping plane (step S130).
[0271] Thereafter, in step S132, CPU 100 obtains a new range of the near clipping plane (value in the three-dimensional
virtual space).
[0272] In successive step S134, CPU 100 calculates a maximum virtual space distance between the right virtual
camera and the left virtual camera in a case where stereoscopic display close to real is provided. More specifically, the
maximum virtual space distance in the three-dimensional virtual space is calculated by multiplying the actual interval
between the user’s eyes by the conversion coefficient calculated in step S106. In further successive step S136, CPU
100 calculates virtual space distance Df between right virtual camera 302 and left virtual camera 304 by multiplying the
calculated maximum virtual space distance by (3’) reference degree of stereoscopic effect designated when library for
stereoscopic display 218 is called. Thus, respective positions of the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera are
determined. Then, the process proceeds to step S140.
[0273] In step S140, CPU 100 obtains a setting value set with the slider as shown in Figs. 16 to 18 (typically, a value
in a range from 0 to 100 %). In further successive step S142, CPU 100 changes the position(s) of the right virtual camera
and/or the left virtual camera set in the previous processing, in accordance with the new virtual space distance obtained
by multiplying virtual space distance Df by the setting value obtained in step S140.
[0274] In successive step S 144, CPU 100 sets the view volume of the right virtual camera and the view volume of
the left virtual camera, so as to maintain the range of the reference virtual plane region included in the view volume of
the reference virtual camera. In further successive step S 146, CPU 100 calculates a projection matrix of the right virtual
camera and a projection matrix of the left virtual camera representing the respective view volumes of the set virtual
cameras
[0275] In successive step S148, CPU 100 obtains a position and an orientation of the reference virtual camera based
on a view matrix of the reference virtual camera. In further successive step S150, CPU 100 calculates respective
coordinate positions of the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera and respective focused points of the right
virtual camera and the left virtual camera based on virtual space distance Df calculated in the previous processing. In
further successive step S152, CPU 100 calculates respective view matrices of the right virtual camera and the left virtual
camera based on the parameter calculated in step S150.
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[0276] In successive step S154, CPU 100 calculates return value RV. Namely, CPU 100 calculates a ratio of the virtual
space distance between the right virtual camera and the left virtual camera, with the virtual space distance corresponding
to the width of the reference virtual plane region serving as the reference.
[0277] Thereafter, the process returns.
[0278] Although the present invention has been described and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood that the
same is by way of illustration and example only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the scope of the present
invention being interpreted by the terms of the appended claims.

Claims

1. Method for controlling a display (10) of an information processing system (1) comprising a library for stereoscopic
display (218), the display (10) being capable of providing stereoscopic display, comprising:

receiving, by the library, as an input: information on an amount of parallax to be produced between a right image
generated by a right virtual camera and a left image generated by a left virtual camera; the position of a reference
virtual camera (300), a view volume of the reference virtual camera (300), and a reference virtual plane per-
pendicular to a reference camera direction for the reference virtual camera (300) within a prescribed virtual
space and distant from the position of the reference virtual camera (300) by a virtual space distance and in
response to receiving this information and based thereon:

setting respective positions and directions of a right virtual camera (302) and a left virtual camera (304)
within said virtual space used for virtual photographing in said virtual space,
said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera being for generating a right image (IMG1) and a left
image (IMG2) used for providing stereoscopic display of an image expressing said virtual space on said
display, respectively,
outputting information indicating a distance between said set right virtual camera and said left virtual camera;
said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera being set such that the camera directions of said right
virtual camera (302) and said left virtual camera (304) are identical to the reference camera direction of
said reference virtual camera and are perpendicular to a straight line (350) passing through the positions
of both of these virtual cameras (302, 304) and the left virtual camera is spaced apart by a distance from
the virtual reference camera in left direction and the right virtual camera is spaced apart by the same distance
from the virtual reference camera in right direction;
setting respective view volumes (382, 384) of said right virtual camera (302) and said left virtual camera
(304) such that:

both of a cross-sectional region at a position corresponding to said reference virtual plane in the view volume
of said right virtual camera and a cross-sectional region at a position corresponding to said reference virtual
plane in the view volume of said left virtual camera match with a cross-sectional region at a position corresponding
to said reference virtual plane in the view volume of said reference virtual camera such that an object positioned
on the virtual reference plane is displayed on the display without parallax; and
the view volume of the left virtual camera is formed asymmetrically with respect to a line extending from the
position of the left virtual camera in said camera direction, toward a side where the right virtual camera is present
and the view volume of the right virtual camera is formed asymmetrically with respect to a line extending from
the position of the right virtual camera in said camera direction, toward a side where the left virtual camera is
present.

2. Method according to claim 1, further comprising
setting said right virtual camera at a position resulting from a translation of an arrangement position of said reference
virtual camera toward right along a direction perpendicular to said reference camera direction, and
setting said left virtual camera at a position resulting from a translation of an arrangement position of said reference
virtual camera toward left along a direction perpendicular to said reference camera direction and including said
position of said reference virtual camera.

3. Method according to claim 2, further comprising
setting said right virtual camera at the position resulting from a translation of the arrangement position of said
reference virtual camera toward right by a first prescribed distance along the direction perpendicular to said reference
camera direction and said left virtual camera at the position resulting from a translation of the arrangement position
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of said reference virtual camera toward left by a second prescribed distance along the direction perpendicular to
said reference camera direction, said first and second prescribed distances being determined depending on said
amount of parallax to be produced on said display.

4. Method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, further comprising defining the view volume of said reference virtual
camera based on a plurality of vertex positions that define said reference virtual plane, after the distance in said
virtual space between said reference virtual camera and said reference virtual plane has been set,
setting the view volume of said right virtual camera by using lines extending from the position of said right virtual
camera to respective ones of said plurality of vertex positions, and
setting the view volume of said left virtual camera by using lines extending from the position of said left virtual camera
to respective ones of said plurality of vertex positions.

5. Method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, further comprising setting the respective view volumes of said right
virtual camera and said left virtual camera by using a near clipping plane and a far clipping plane of the view volume
of said reference virtual camera.

6. Method according to claim 1, further comprising outputting a ratio of the distance between said right virtual camera
and said left virtual camera to the width of said reference virtual plane serving as a reference.

7. Method according to claim 1, further comprising accepting information for designating a position of a parallax as-
sessment plane parallel to said reference virtual plane, for evaluating an amount of parallax produced between said
right image generated by said right virtual camera and said left image generated by said left virtual camera at the
position of the parallax assessment plane.

8. Method according to claim 7, further comprising setting a parallax assessment plane parallel to said reference virtual
plane, for evaluating the amount of parallax produced between said right image generated by said right virtual
camera and said left image generated by said left virtual camera, at a position farthest from said reference virtual
camera in the view volumes of said respective virtual cameras, and wherein said parallax assessment plane is
provided on a side opposite to said reference virtual camera, with respect to said reference virtual plane.

9. Method according to claim 8, further comprising determining a maximum distance between said right virtual camera
and said left virtual camera, so that said amount of parallax produced between said right image generated by said
right virtual camera and said left image generated by said left virtual camera does not exceed a predetermined value.

10. Method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, further comprising setting any of first and second modes, setting said
right virtual camera and said left virtual camera such that an amount of parallax produced between said right image
generated by said right virtual camera and said left image generated by said left virtual camera does not exceed a
predetermined value when said first mode is set, and setting said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera
such that a distance from said reference virtual plane to said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera is set
to a predetermined value when said second mode is set.

11. Method (10) of one of claims 1 to 10, further comprising:

accepting input of a first projection matrix and a first view matrix defining said reference virtual camera (300) in
said prescribed virtual space as well as a distance from the reference virtual camera to said reference virtual
plane, said reference virtual camera being set in said virtual space based on said first projection matrix, said
first view matrix, and the distance from said reference virtual camera to said reference virtual plane accepted
as a result of said input;
outputting a second projection matrix and a second view matrix defining said right virtual camera set as a result
of setting said left and right virtual cameras and setting said view volume and a third projection matrix and a
third view matrix defining said left virtual camera set as a result setting said virtual camera setting instructions
and said view volume.

12. Computer program that, when loaded and run on a computer, performs the steps of the method according to one
of the claims 1 to 11.

13. An information processing system (1), comprising:
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a library for stereoscopic display (218);
a display (10) capable of providing stereoscopic display; and
means for allowing a user to input information on an amount of parallax to be produced between a right image
generated by a right virtual camera and a left image generated by a left virtual camera, the position of a reference
virtual camera (300), a view volume of the reference virtual camera (300), and a reference virtual plane per-
pendicular to a reference camera direction for the reference virtual camera (300) within a prescribed virtual
space and distant from the position of the reference virtual camera (300) by a virtual space distance to the
library for stereoscopic display (218) and configured to operate in response to receiving this information and
based thereon:

virtual camera setting means (100, S116) for receiving the information and for setting, in response to setting
of a reference virtual camera (300) within a prescribed virtual space, respective positions and directions of
a right virtual camera (302) and a left virtual camera (304) within said virtual space used for virtual photo-
graphing in said virtual space,
said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera being for generating a right image and a left image
used for providing stereoscopic display of an image expressing said virtual space on said display respec-
tively,
means being configured for outputting information indicating a distance between said set right virtual camera
and said left virtual camera;
said virtual camera setting means being configured to set said right virtual camera and said left virtual
camera such that the camera directions of said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera are identical
to the reference camera of said reference virtual camera and are perpendicular to a straight line (350)
passing through the positions of both of these virtual cameras and the left virtual camera is spaced apart
by a distance from the virtual reference camera in a left direction and the right virtual camera is spaced
apart by the same distance from the virtual reference camera in a right direction;
view volume setting means (100, S144) for receiving the information and for setting respective view volumes
of said right virtual camera and said left virtual camera said view volumes setting means being adapted to
set the view volumes such that:

both of a cross-sectional region at a position corresponding to said reference virtual plane in the view
volume of said right virtual camera and a cross-sectional region at a position corresponding to said
reference virtual plane in the view volume of said left virtual camera match with a cross-sectional region
at a position corresponding to said reference virtual plane in the view volume of said reference virtual
camera such that an object positioned on the virtual reference plane can be displayed on the display
without parallax; and
the view volume of the left virtual camera is formed asymmetrically with respect to a line extending
from the position of the left virtual camera in said camera direction, toward a side where the right virtual
camera is present and the view volume of the right virtual camera is formed asymmetrically with respect
to a line extending from the position of the right virtual camera in said camera direction, toward a side
where the left virtual camera is present.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Steuern einer Anzeigeeinrichtung (10) eines Informationsverarbeitungssystems (1), das eine Bibli-
othek für eine stereoskopische Anzeige (218) umfasst, wobei die Anzeigeeinrichtung (10) dazu ausgebildet ist, eine
stereoskopische Anzeige bereitzustellen, umfassend
Empfangen, durch die Bibliothek, als eine Eingabe: Informationen über einen Grad einer Parallaxe, die zwischen
einem rechtem Bild, das durch eine rechte virtuelle Kamera erzeugt wird, und einem linken Bild, das durch eine
linke virtuelle Kamera erzeugt wird, zu erzeugen ist; die Position einer virtuellen Referenzkamera (300), ein Sicht-
volumen der virtuellen Referenzkamera (300) und eine virtuelle Referenzebene senkrecht zu einer Referenzkame-
rarichtung für die virtuelle Referenzkamera (300) innerhalb eines vorgeschriebenen virtuellen Raums und durch
einen virtuellen Raumabstand von der Position der virtuellen Referenzkamera (300) beabstandet, und in Reaktion
auf das Empfangen dieser Informationen und basierend darauf:

Einstellen jeweiliger Positionen und Richtungen einer rechten virtuellen Kamera (302) und einer linken virtuellen
Kamera (304) innerhalb des virtuellen Raums, die für ein virtuelles Fotografieren in dem virtuellen Raum ver-
wendet werden;
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wobei die rechte virtuelle Kamera und die linke virtuelle Kamera dem Erzeugen eines rechten Bildes (IMG1)
beziehungsweise eines linke virtuellen Bildes (IMG2) dienen, die zum Bereitstellen einer stereoskopischen
Anzeige eines Bildes, den virtuellen Raum auf der Anzeigeeinrichtung darstellend, verwendet werden;
Ausgeben von Informationen, die einen Abstand zwischen der positionierten rechten virtuellen Kamera und
linken virtuellen Kamera anzeigen;
wobei die rechte virtuelle Kamera und die linke virtuelle Kamera so eingestellt sind, dass die Kamerarichtungen
der rechten virtuellen Kamera (302) und der linken virtuellen Kamera (304) identisch mit der Referenzkamera-
richtung der virtuellen Referenzkamera und senkrecht zu einer geraden Linie (350), die durch die Positionen
der beiden virtuellen Kameras (302, 304) verläuft, sind, und wobei die linke virtuelle Kamera in linker Richtung
durch einen Abstand von der virtuellen Referenzkamera beabstandet ist und die rechte virtuelle Kamera in
rechter Richtung durch denselben Abstand von der virtuellen Referenzkamera beabstandet ist;
Einstellen jeweiliger Sichtvolumina (382, 384) der rechten virtuellen Kamera (302) und der linken virtuellen
Kamera (304), sodass:

sowohl ein Querschnittsbereich an einer Position entsprechend der virtuellen Referenzebene in dem Sicht-
volumen der rechten virtuellen Kamera als auch ein Querschnittsbereich an einer Position entsprechend
der virtuellen Referenzebene in dem Sichtvolumen der linken virtuellen Kamera mit einem Querschnitts-
bereich an einer Position entsprechend der virtuellen Referenzebene in dem Sichtvolumen der virtuellen
Referenzkamera zusammenpassen, sodass ein Objekt, das auf der virtuellen Referenzebene positioniert
ist, auf der Anzeigeeinrichtung ohne Parallaxe angezeigt wird; und
das Sichtvolumen der linken virtuellen Kamera hinsichtlich einer Linie, die sich von der Position der linken
virtuellen Kamera in Kamerarichtung erstreckt, zu einer Seite, auf der die rechte virtuelle Kamera ist, asym-
metrisch ausgebildet ist, und das Sichtvolumen der rechten virtuellen Kamera hinsichtlich einer Linie, die
sich von der Position der rechten virtuellen Kamera in Kamerarichtung erstreckt, zu einer Seite, auf der die
linke virtuelle Kamera ist, asymmetrisch ausgebildet ist.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, das weiterhin umfasst
Positionieren der rechten virtuellen Kamera an eine Position, die aus einer Translation einer Anordnungsposition
der virtuellen Referenzkamera entlang einer Richtung senkrecht zu der Referenzkamerarichtung nach rechts re-
sultiert; und
Positionieren der linken virtuellen Kamera an eine Position, die aus einer Translation einer Anordnungsposition der
virtuellen Referenzkamera entlang einer Richtung senkrecht zu der Referenzkamerarichtung und die Position der
Referenzkamera enthaltend nach links resultiert.

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 2, das weiterhin umfasst:

Positionieren der rechten virtuellen Kamera an die Position, die aus einer Translation der Anordnungsposition
der virtuellen Referenzkamera entlang einer Richtung senkrecht zu der Referenzkamerarichtung um einen
ersten vorgeschriebenen Abstand nach rechts resultiert und der linken virtuellen Kamera an die Position, die
aus einer Translation der Anordnungsposition der virtuellen Referenzkamera entlang einer Richtung senkrecht
zu der Referenzkamerarichtung um einen zweiten vorgeschriebenen Abstand nach links resultiert, wobei der
erste und zweite vorgeschriebene Abstand in Abhängigkeit von dem Grad der Parallaxe bestimmt wird, die auf
der Anzeigeeinrichtung zu erzeugen ist.

4. Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, das weiterhin umfasst das Definieren des Sichtvolumens der
virtuellen Referenzkamera auf der Grundlage einer Vielzahl an Eckpunkten, die die virtuelle Referenzebene defi-
nieren, nachdem der Abstand in dem virtuellen Raum zwischen der virtuellen Referenzkamera und der virtuellen
Referenzebene eingestellt worden ist;
Einstellen des Sichtvolumens der rechten virtuellen Kamera durch Verwenden von Linien, die sich von der Position
der rechten virtuellen Kamera zu jeweiligen der Vielzahl von Eckpunkten erstrecken; und
Einstellen des Sichtvolumens der linken virtuellen Kamera durch Verwenden von Linien, die sich von der Position
der linken virtuellen Kamera zu jeweiligen der Vielzahl von Eckpunkten erstrecken

5. Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, das weiterhin das Einstellen der jeweiligen Sichtvolumina der
rechten virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera unter Verwendung einer nahen Schnittebene und einer
fernen Schnittebene des Sichtvolumens der virtuellen Referenzkamera umfasst.

6. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, das weiterhin das Ausgeben eines Verhältnisses des Abstands zwischen der rechten
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virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera zu der Breite der virtuellen Referenzebene, die als einer Referenz
dient, umfasst.

7. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, das weiterhin das Annehmen von Informationen zum Bestimmen einer Position einer
Ebene zur Parallaxenbewertung parallel zu der virtuellen Referenzebene zum Bewerten eines Grads einer Parallaxe
umfasst, die zwischen dem rechten Bild, das von der rechten virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird, und dem linken Bild,
das von der linken virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird, an der Position der Ebene zur Parallaxenbewertung erzeugt wird.

8. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, das weiterhin das Positionieren einer Ebene zur Parallaxenbewertung parallel zu
der virtuellen Referenzebene zum Bewerten eines Grads einer Parallaxe umfasst, die zwischen dem rechten Bild,
das von der rechten virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird, und dem linken Bild, das von der linken virtuellen Kamera
erzeugt wird, an einer Position erzeugt wird, die von der virtuellen Referenzkamera in den Sichtvolumina der jewei-
ligen virtuellen Kameras am weitesten entfernt ist; und
wobei die Ebene zur Parallaxenbewertung auf einer Seite gegenüber der virtuellen Referenzkamera hinsichtlich
der virtuellen Referenzebene bereitgestellt wird.

9. Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, das weiterhin das Bestimmen eines maximalen Abstands zwischen
der rechten virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera derart umfasst, dass der Grad der Parallaxe, die
zwischen dem rechten Bild, das von der rechten virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird, und dem linken Bild, das von der
linken virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird, einen vorbestimmten Wert nicht überschreitet.

10. Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, das weiterhin umfasst das Einstellen eines ersten oder eines zweiten
Modus;
Einstellen der rechten virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera, sodass ein Grad einer Parallaxe, die
zwischen dem rechten Bild, das von der rechten virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird, und dem linken Bild, das von der
linken virtuellen Kamera erzeugt wird,einen vorbestimmten Wert nicht überschreitet, wenn der erste Modus einge-
stellt ist; und
Einstellen der rechten virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera, sodass ein Abstand von der virtuellen
Referenzkamera zu der rechten virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera auf einen vorbestimmten Wert
eingestellt wird, wenn der zweite Modus eingestellt ist.

11. Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, das weiterhin umfasst:

Annehmen einer Eingabe einer ersten Projektionsmatrix und einer ersten Sichtmatrix, die die virtuelle Refe-
renzkamera (300) in dem vorgeschriebenen virtuellen Raum sowie einen Abstand von der virtuellen Referenz-
kamera zu der virtuellen Referenzebene definieren, wobei die virtuelle Referenzkamera auf der Grundlage der
ersten Projektionsmatrix, der ersten Sichtmatrix und des Abstands von der virtuellen Referenzkamera zu der
virtuellen Referenzebene, die als Ergebnis der Eingabe angenommen werden, in dem vorgeschriebenen vir-
tuellen Raum positioniert wird;
Ausgeben einer zweiten Projektionsmatrix und einer zweiten Sichtmatrix, die die rechte virtuelle Kamera defi-
nieren, die als Ergebnis der Positionierung der linken und rechten virtuellen Kamera und des Einstellens des
Sichtvolumens eingestellt wird, und einer dritten Projektionsmatrix und einer dritten Sichtmatrix, die die linke
virtuelle Kamera definieren, die als Ergebnis des Einstellens der Einstellungsanweisungen der virtuellen Kamera
und des Sichtvolumens, eingestellt wird.

12. Computerprogramm, das, wenn es auf einem Computer geladen ist und laufen gelassen wird, die Schritte des
Verfahrens gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11 ausführt.

13. Ein Informationsverarbeitungssystem (1), das umfasst:

eine Bibliothek für eine stereoskopische Anzeige (218);
eine Anzeigeeinrichtung (10), die dazu ausgebildet ist, ein stereoskopische Anzeige bereitzustellen; und
Mittel, die es einem Nutzer ermöglichen, Informationen über einen Grad einer Parallaxe, die zwischen einem
rechtem Bild, das durch eine rechte virtuelle Kamera erzeugt wird, und einem linken Bild, das durch eine linke
virtuelle Kamera erzeugt wird, zu erzeugen ist, die Position einer virtuellen Referenzkamera (300), ein Sicht-
volumen der virtuellen Referenzkamera (300) und eine virtuelle Referenzebene senkrecht zu einer Referenz-
kamerarichtung für die virtuelle Referenzkamera (300) innerhalb eines vorgeschriebenen virtuellen Raums und
durch einen virtuellen Raumabstand von der Position der virtuellen Referenzkamera (300) beabstandet in die
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Bibliothek für die stereoskopische Anzeige (218) einzugeben, und die dazu ausgebildet sind, in Reaktion auf
das Empfangen dieser Informationen und basierend darauf, zu arbeiten;
Einstellungsmittel (100, S116) für eine virtuelle Kamera zum Empfangen der Informationen und zum Einstellen
von jeweiligen Positionen und Richtungen einer rechten virtuellen Kamera (302) und einer linken virtuellen
Kamera (304) innerhalb eines virtuellen Raums, die für eine virtuelles Fotografieren in dem virtuellen Raum
verwendet werden, in Reaktion auf das Positionieren einer virtuellen Referenzkamera innerhalb des vorge-
schriebenen virtuellen Raums;
wobei die rechte virtuelle Kamera und die linke virtuelle Kamera zum Erzeugen eines rechten Bildes bezie-
hungsweise eines linken Bildes ausgebildet sind, die für das Bereitstellen einer stereoskopischen Anzeige eines
Bildes den virtuellen Raum auf der Anzeigeeinrichtung darstellend, verwendet werden;
Mittel, die dazu ausgebildet sind, Informationen auszugeben, die einen Abstand zwischen der positionierten
rechten virtuellen Kamera und linken virtuellen Kamera anzeigen;
wobei die Einstellungsmittel für eine virtuelle Kamera dazu ausgebildet sind, die rechte virtuelle Kamera und
die linke virtuelle Kamera so einzustellen, dass die Kamerarichtungen der rechten virtuellen Kamera und der
linken virtuellen Kamera identisch mit der Referenzkamerarichtung der virtuellen Referenzkamera und senkrecht
zu einer geraden Linie (350), die durch die Positionen dieser beiden virtuellen Kameras (302, 304) verläuft,
sind, und wobei die linke virtuelle Kamera in linker Richtung durch einen Abstand von der virtuellen Referenz-
kamera beabstandet ist und die rechte virtuelle Kamera in rechter Richtung durch denselben Abstand von der
virtuellen Referenzkamera beabstandet ist;
Mittel (100, S114) zum Einstellen eines Ansichtsvolumens zum Empfangen der Informationen und zum Ein-
stellen jeweiligen Ansichtsvolumina der rechten virtuellen Kamera und der linken virtuellen Kamera, wobei die
Mittel zum Einstellen eines Ansichtsvolumens dazu ausgebildet sind, die Ansichtsvolumen so einzustellen, dass:

sowohl ein Querschnittsbereich an einer Position entsprechend der virtuellen Referenzebene in dem Sicht-
volumen der rechten virtuellen Kamera als auch ein Querschnittsbereich an einer Position entsprechend
der virtuellen Referenzebene in dem Sichtvolumen der linken virtuellen Kamera mit einem Querschnitts-
bereich an einer Position entsprechend der virtuellen Referenzebene in dem Sichtvolumen der virtuellen
Referenzkamera zusammenpassen, sodass ein Objekt, das auf der virtuellen Referenzebene positioniert
ist, auf der Anzeigeeinrichtung ohne Parallaxe angezeigt werden kann; und
das Sichtvolumen der linken virtuellen Kamera hinsichtlich einer Linie, die sich von der Position der linken
virtuellen Kamera in Kamerarichtung erstreckt, zu einer Seite, auf der die rechte virtuelle Kamera ist, asym-
metrisch ausgebildet ist, und das Sichtvolumen der rechten virtuellen Kamera hinsichtlich einer Linie, die
sich von der Position der rechten virtuellen Kamera in Kamerarichtung erstreckt, zu einer Seite, auf der die
linke virtuelle Kamera ist, asymmetrisch ausgebildet ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de commande d’un dispositif d’affichage (10) d’un système de traitement d’informations (1) comprenant
une bibliothèque pour affichage stéréoscopique (218), le dispositif d’affichage (10) étant capable de fournir un
affichage stéréoscopique, comprenant :

la réception par la bibliothèque, en tant qu’entrée : d’informations sur la valeur de parallaxe à produire entre
une image de droite générée par une caméra virtuelle droite et une image de gauche générée par une caméra
virtuelle gauche ; la position d’une caméra virtuelle de référence (300), un volume d’observation de la caméra
virtuelle de référence (300), et un plan virtuel de référence perpendiculaire à une direction de caméra de
référence pour la caméra virtuelle de référence (300) dans un espace virtuel prescrit et distant de la position
de la caméra virtuelle de référence (300) d’une distance d’espace virtuel et en réponse à la réception de ces
informations et en se fondant sur celle-ci :

la détermination de positions et de directions respectives d’une caméra virtuelle droite (302) et d’une caméra
virtuelle gauche (304) dans ledit espace virtuel utilisé pour la photographie virtuelle dans ledit espace virtuel,
ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche étant destinées à générer respectivement
une image de droite (IMG1) et une image de gauche (IMG2) utilisées pour fournir un affichage stéréosco-
pique d’une image exprimant ledit espace virtuel sur ledit dispositif d’affichage,
la fourniture en sortie d’informations indiquant la distance entre ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite caméra
virtuelle gauche ;
ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche étant positionnées de sorte que les directions
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de caméra de ladite caméra virtuelle droite (302) et de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche (304) sont identiques
à la direction de caméra de référence de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence et sont perpendiculaires à
une ligne droite (350) passant par les positions de ces deux caméras virtuelles (302, 304) et la caméra
virtuelle gauche est séparée d’une certaine distance de la caméra de référence virtuelle vers la gauche et
la caméra virtuelle droite est séparée de la même distance de la caméra de référence virtuelle vers la droite ;
la détermination de volumes d’observation respectifs (382, 384) de ladite caméra virtuelle droite (302) et
de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche (304), de sorte que
à la fois la région de section transversale dans une position correspondant audit plan virtuel de référence
dans le volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle droite et la région de section transversale dans une
position correspondant audit plan virtuel de référence dans le volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle
gauche correspondent à une région de section transversale dans une position correspondant audit plan
virtuel de référence dans le volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence, de sorte qu’un
objet positionné sur le plan virtuel de référence est affiché sur le dispositif d’affichage sans parallaxe ; et
le volume d’observation de la caméra virtuelle gauche est formé de manière asymétrique par rapport à une
droite s’étendant de la position de la caméra virtuelle gauche dans ladite direction de caméra vers un côté
où la caméra virtuelle droite est présente et le volume d’observation de la caméra virtuelle droite est formé
de manière asymétrique par rapport à une droite s’étendant de la position de la caméra virtuelle droite dans
ladite direction de caméra vers un côté où la caméra virtuelle gauche est présente.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre
le positionnement de ladite caméra virtuelle droite dans une position résultant d’un déplacement d’une position
d’agencement de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence vers la droite dans une direction perpendiculaire à ladite
direction de caméra de référence, et
le positionnement de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche dans une position résultant d’un déplacement d’une position
d’agencement de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence vers la gauche dans une direction perpendiculaire à ladite
direction de caméra de référence et incluant ladite position de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre
le positionnement de ladite caméra virtuelle droite dans la position résultant d’un déplacement de la position d’agen-
cement de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence vers la droite d’une première distance prescrite dans la direction
perpendiculaire à ladite direction de caméra de référence et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche dans la position résultant
d’un déplacement de la position d’agencement de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence vers la gauche d’une seconde
distance prescrite dans la direction perpendiculaire à ladite direction de caméra de référence, lesdites première et
seconde distances prescrites étant déterminées en fonction de ladite valeur de parallaxe à produire sur le dispositif
d’affichage.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, comprenant en outre la définition du volume d’observation
de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence en se fondant sur une pluralité de positions de sommets qui définissent ledit
plan virtuel de référence, après avoir déterminé la distance dans ledit espace virtuel entre ladite caméra virtuelle
de référence et ledit plan virtuel de référence,
la détermination du volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle droite en utilisant des droites s’étendant de la
position de ladite caméra virtuelle droite à des positions respectives de ladite pluralité de positions de sommets, et
la détermination du volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche en utilisant des droites s’étendant de
la position de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche à des positions respectives de ladite pluralité de positions de sommets.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, comprenant en outre la détermination des volumes
d’observations respectifs de ladite caméra virtuelle droite et de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche en utilisant un plan
de coupe proche et un plan de coupe distant du volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre la fourniture en sortie du rapport de la distance entre ladite
caméra virtuelle droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche à la largeur dudit plan virtuel de référence servant de
référence.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre l’acceptation d’informations pour désigner la position d’un
plan d’évaluation de parallaxe parallèle audit plan virtuel de référence pour évaluer la valeur du parallaxe produit
entre ladite image de droite générée par ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite image de gauche générée par ladite
caméra virtuelle gauche dans la position du plan d’évaluation de parallaxe.
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8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, comprenant en outre la détermination d’un plan d’évaluation de parallaxe parallèle
audit plan virtuel de référence, pour évaluer la valeur de parallaxe produite entre ladite image de droite générée
par ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite image de gauche générée par ladite caméra virtuelle gauche, dans une
position plus éloignée de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence dans les volumes d’observation desdites caméra
virtuelles respectives, et
dans lequel ledit plan d’évaluation de parallaxe est prévu sur un côté opposé à ladite caméra virtuelle de référence
par rapport audit plan virtuel de référence.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre la détermination d’une distance maximale entre ladite caméra
virtuelle droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche, de sorte que ladite valeur de parallaxe produite entre ladite image
de droite générée par ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite image de gauche générée par ladite caméra virtuelle
gauche ne dépasse pas une valeur prédéterminée.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, comprenant en outre la détermination de l’un quelconque
d’un premier et d’un second mode,
le positionnement de ladite caméra virtuelle droite et de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche de sorte que la valeur de
parallaxe produite entre ladite image de droite générée par ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite image de gauche
générée par ladite caméra virtuelle gauche ne dépasse pas une valeur prédéterminée lorsque ledit premier mode
est déterminé, et
le positionnement de ladite caméra virtuelle droite et de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche de sorte que la distance
dudit plan virtuel de référence à ladite caméra virtuelle droite et à ladite caméra virtuelle gauche est fixé à une valeur
prédéterminée lorsque ledit second mode est déterminé.

11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, comprenant en outre :

l’acceptation de l’entrée d’une première matrice de projection et d’une première matrice d’observation définissant
ladite caméra virtuelle de référence (300) dans ledit espace virtuel prescrit ainsi que la distance de la caméra
virtuelle de référence audit plan virtuel de référence, ladite caméra virtuelle de référence étant positionnée dans
ledit espace virtuel en se fondant sur ladite première matrice de projection, ladite première matrice d’observation
et la distance de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence audit plan virtuel de référence acceptée en tant que résultat
de ladite entrée ;
la fourniture en sortie d’une seconde matrice de projection et d’une seconde matrice d’observation définissant
ladite caméra virtuelle droite en conséquence du positionnement desdites caméras virtuelles gauche et droite
et la détermination dudit volume d’observation et d’une troisième matrice de projection et d’une troisième matrice
d’observation définissant ladite caméra virtuelle gauche positionnée en conséquence de la détermination des-
dites instructions de positionnement de caméra virtuelle et dudit volume d’observation.

12. Programme informatique qui, lorsqu’il est chargé et exécuté sur un ordinateur, effectue les étapes du procédé selon
l’une des revendications à 11.

13. Système de traitement d’informations (1), comprenant :

une bibliothèque pour affichage stéréoscopique (218) ;
un dispositif d’affichage (10) capable de fournir un affichage stéréoscopique ; et
un moyen pour permettre à un utilisateur d’entrer des informations sur la valeur de parallaxe à produire entre
une image de droite générée par une caméra virtuelle droite et une image de gauche générée par une caméra
virtuelle gauche, la position d’une caméra virtuelle de référence (300), un volume d’observation de la caméra
virtuelle de référence (300), et un plan virtuel de référence perpendiculaire à une direction de caméra de
référence pour la caméra virtuelle de référence (300) dans un espace virtuel prescrit et distant de la position
de la caméra virtuelle de référence (300) d’une distance d’espace virtuel à la bibliothèque pour affichage sté-
réoscopique (218) et configuré pour fonctionner en réponse à la réception de ces informations et fondé sur
celle-ci :

un moyen de positionnement de caméra virtuelle (100, S116) pour recevoir les informations et pour déter-
miner, en réponse au positionnement d’une caméra virtuelle de référence (300) dans un espace virtuel
prescrit, les positions et les directions respectives d’une caméra virtuelle droite (302) et d’une caméra
virtuelle gauche (304) dans ledit espace virtuel utilisé pour la photographie virtuelle dans ledit espace virtuel,
ladite caméra virtuelle droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche étant destinées à générer une image de
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droite et une image de gauche utilisées pour fournir un affichage stéréoscopique d’une image exprimant
respectivement ledit espace virtuel sur ledit dispositif d’affichage,
un moyen configuré pour fournir en sortie des informations indiquant la distance entre ladite caméra virtuelle
droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche ;
ledit moyen de positionnement de caméra virtuelle étant configuré pour positionner ladite caméra virtuelle
droite et ladite caméra virtuelle gauche de sorte que les directions de caméra de ladite caméra virtuelle
droite et de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche sont identiques à la caméra de référence de ladite caméra
virtuelle de référence et sont perpendiculaires à une ligne droite (350) passant par les positions de ces
deux caméras virtuelles et la caméra virtuelle gauche est séparée d’une certaine distance de la caméra
de référence virtuelle vers la gauche et la caméra virtuelle droite est séparée de la même distance de la
caméra de référence virtuelle vers la droite ;
un moyen de détermination de volumes d’observation (100, S144) pour recevoir les informations et pour
déterminer les volumes d’observation respectifs de ladite caméra virtuelle droite et de ladite caméra virtuelle
gauche, ledit moyen de détermination de volumes d’observation étant adapté à déterminer les volumes
d’observation de sorte que :

à la fois la région de section transversale dans une position correspondant audit plan virtuel de référence dans
le volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle droite et la région de section transversale dans une position
correspondant audit plan virtuel de référence dans le volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle gauche
correspondent à une région de section transversale dans une position correspondant audit plan virtuels de
référence dans le volume d’observation de ladite caméra virtuelle de référence, de sorte qu’un objet positionné
sur le plan virtuel de référence peut être affiché sur le dispositif d’affichage sans parallaxe ; et
le volume d’observation de la caméra virtuelle gauche est formé de manière asymétrique par rapport à une
droite s’étendant de la position de la caméra virtuelle gauche de ladite direction de caméra vers un côté où la
caméra virtuelle droite est présente et le volume d’observation de la caméra virtuelle droite est formé de manière
asymétrique par rapport à une droite s’étendant de la position de la caméra virtuelle droite dans ladite direction
de caméra vers un côté où la caméra virtuelle gauche est présente.
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